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中 文 摘 要 ： 偵測新興研究議題是對搜尋和追蹤新研究趨勢和題目感興趣

的研究人員和學者的一個重要的研究領域。現今文字探勘的

方法和用於這目的的資料探勘只集中於主題被提及的頻率，

並且忽略新興主題也是具關鍵性的，但不屬於一項頻率研究

的範圍。本研究對偵測新興研究議是提出一套新的指標來處

理以往不足之處，此為新穎度指標（NI）以及發表量指標

（PVI）。這一套新指標的建立基於時間，數量，頻率和發展

對策來提供一套更精確的預測指標，利用它們確定新興議題

的檢測點（DP）。採用檢測點，交叉決定新議題的發展價

值。本研究提出的演算法可用來決定在一個具體領域中新興

議題的新穎度和生命週期。在實驗中檢測整體很廣泛匯集的

ACM 電子資料庫。新穎度指標（NI）和發表量指標（PVI）的

應用，在會議和期刊上給予新興議題一個準確的指標。 

中文關鍵詞： 老化理論，影響能力，資訊檢索，新穎指數，發表量指數，

文字探勘，主題偵測與追蹤 

英 文 摘 要 ： Emerging topic detection is a vital research area for 

researchers and scholars interested in searching for 

and tracking new research trends and topics. The 

current methods of text mining and data mining used 

for this purpose focus only on the frequency of which 

subjects are mentioned, and ignore the novelty of the 

subject which is also critical, but beyond the scope 

of a frequency study. This work tackles this 

inadequacy to propose a new set of indices for 

emerging topic detection. They are the novelty index 

(NI) and the published volume index (PVI). This new 

set of indices is created based on time, volume, 

frequency and developing cure to provide a more 

precise set of prediction indices. They are then 

utilized to determine the detection point (DP) of new 

emerging topics. Following the detection point, the 

intersection decides the worthiness of a new topic. 

The algorithms presented in this paper can be used to 

decide the novelty and life span of an emerging topic 

in a specific field. The entire comprehensive 

collection of the ACM Digital Library is examined in 

the experiments. The application of the NI and PVI 

gives an accurate indicator of emerging topics in 

conferences and journals. 

英文關鍵詞： aging theory, impact power, information retrieval, 



novelty index, published volume index, text mining, 

topic detection and tracking 
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Abstract 

 Emerging topic detection is a vital research area for researchers and scholars 

interested in searching for and tracking new research trends and topics. The current 

methods of text mining and data mining used for this purpose focus only on the 

frequency of which subjects are mentioned, and ignore the novelty of the subject 

which is also critical, but beyond the scope of a frequency study. This work tackles 

this inadequacy to propose a new set of indices for emerging topic detection. They are 

the novelty index (NI) and the published volume index (PVI). This new set of indices 

is created based on time, volume, frequency and developing cure to provide a more 

precise set of prediction indices. They are then utilized to determine the detection 

point (DP) of new emerging topics. Following the detection point, the intersection 

decides the worthiness of a new topic. The algorithms presented in this paper can be 

used to decide the novelty and life span of an emerging topic in a specific field. The 

entire comprehensive collection of the ACM Digital Library is examined in the 

experiments. The application of the NI and PVI gives an accurate indicator of 

emerging topics in conferences and journals. 

 
Keywords: aging theory, impact power, information retrieval, novelty index, 

published volume index, text mining, topic detection and tracking 
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摘要 

偵測新興研究議題是對搜尋和追蹤新研究趨勢和題目感興趣的研究人員和

學者的一個重要的研究領域。現今文字探勘的方法和用於這目的的資料探勘只集

中於主題被提及的頻率，並且忽略新興主題也是具關鍵性的，但不屬於一項頻率

研究的範圍。本研究對偵測新興研究議是提出一套新的指標來處理以往不足之

處，此為新穎度指標（NI）以及發表量指標（PVI）。這一套新指標的建立基於時

間，數量，頻率和發展對策來提供一套更精確的預測指標，利用它們確定新興議

題的檢測點（DP）。採用檢測點，交叉決定新議題的發展價值。本研究提出的演

算法可用來決定在一個具體領域中新興議題的新穎度和生命週期。在實驗中檢測

整體很廣泛匯集的 ACM 電子資料庫。新穎度指標（NI）和發表量指標（PVI）的

應用，在會議和期刊上給予新興議題一個準確的指標。 

 

 

 

 

 

關鍵字：老化理論，影響能力，資訊檢索，新穎指數，發表量指數，文字探勘，

主題偵測與追蹤
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1. Introduction 

Tracking the evolution of a discipline is important to researchers and scholars 

(Lee et al., 1997).  Knowledge in these areas can be accumulated based on 

experience and state-of-the-art techniques can be used to investigate trends and 

identify new research topics. However, before a new research topic can be identified, 

sometimes years can pass. It is when a topic is already in great demand, in other 

words, ”hot” that it starts to attract the attention of many researchers. This is always a 

backward index and as the number of papers discussing the same topic increases, their 

influence decreases. Consequently, in this study we develop some novel topic 

detection indices using automatic approaches which are designed to help researchers 

detect upcoming topics and make decisions about pursuing them before they become 

popular. 

1.1. Research background 

 Topic detection and tracking (TDT) is an important field that tracks the evolution 

of a topic. TDT was developed in 1996 by the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA). A pilot study in by Allen et al. (1998) laid the groundwork for this 

field, generated a small corpus of information and established a durable system. 

Although TDT research flourished from 1998–1999 (Lee, Lee and Jang, 2007), it 

remained a subject of research and practice. 

 Lee et al. have discussed the evolution of topics in information systems (IS) (Lee 

et al., 1997). They found that the focus in journals and magazines is on different 

theme, with the former focused on conceptual and abstract models, while the latter is 

focused on specific applications. It should be noted that academic themes show a 

tendency to vary more over time. Although Lee et al. discussed trends in topics 

related to IS, they lacked TDT techniques to deal with the time-consuming task of 

identification. Swan and Allen addressed the issue of how to automatically identify 

the timeline for a set of news stories (Swan and Allen, 2000). They used the χ2 

method to identify a burst of feature terms that appear more frequently at some point 

in time than at other times. Kleinberg proposed a method for analyzing document 

streams (Kleinberg, 2002). Morinaga and Yamanishi improved Kleinberg’s approach 

(Morinaga and Yamanishi 2004). 

 Related work can be roughly divided into three groups, those that use: 1) text 

mining and data mining approaches (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2000; Franz and 

McCarley, 2001; Kollios et al., 2003; Clifton, et al., 2004; Kuramochi and Karypis, 
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2004; Ozmutlu, 2006; Aurora et al., 2007; Chou and Chen, 2008); 2) those that use 

time-line burst detection of feature terms and measurements (Manmatha et al., 2002; 

Yang et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007); and 3) those that use 

combined content analysis or link analysis (Stokes and Carthy, 2001; Yang et al., 
2002; Wu et al., 2004; Ozmutlu and Cavdur 2005; Jin et al., 2007; Steyvers et al., 
2007; Jo et al., 2007; Nallapati et al., 2008; Ontrup et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). 

The principal task of time-line burst detection of feature terms and measurement is to 

determine when or whether a topic is emerging, whereas others focus on detecting the 

burst of a new topic. 

 There has been some work extending tracking or detecting techniques to such 

areas as literature-related discovery (Kostoff 2008; Kostoff, Briggs, Solka et al., 2008; 

Kostoff, Bhattacharya, Pecht, 2007), topological analysis of citation networks 

(Shibata, Kajikawa, Takeda and Matsushima, 2008; Shibata, Kajikawa and 

Matsushima 2007; Shibata, Kajikawa, Takeda, Salata and Matsushima 2010), and 

combinations of other techniques and assessment tools (Daim et al., 2006; Tran and 

Daim, 2008; Kostoff, Johnson et al., 2007; Kostoff, Briggs, Rushenberg et al., 2007). 

This area of endeavor is called tech mining and has been applied not only to find 

research topic for papers but also to determine new technologies and new patents for 

industry, organizations and governments. 

1.2. Research issue 

 As we know, the lifecycle of a research topic can be expressed as an S-curve 

with five stages, which are the initial stage, early stage, expansion stage, maturation 

stage and decline stage (Braun, Schubert and Kostoff, 2000). Although in the 

maturation stage and at the peak of its lifecycle a topic is a famous one, this also 

means that it will soon decline. Thus, it is important for researchers to discover 

potential research topic as they emerge in the expansion stage of their developmental 

life time. 

This study develops a set of novel indices for identifying such emerging topics to 

help researchers to determine whether a topic has the potential to become a hot topic 

in its lifecycle. For example, if there are ten papers in which a topic is discussed, then 

the impact of a new paper on the same topic can be calculated to be 1/11=0.0909. IN 

contrast, when there are 1000 papers in which a topic is discussed, the impact of an 

additional paper can be calculated to be 1/1001=0.000999. 

 The concept of novelty as applied by Zheng et al. (2002) and aging theory as 

developed in a TDT by Chen et al. (2003) are of assistance when constructing an 
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index for detecting emerging topics. Chen et al. (2007) used aging theory and term 

frequency to solve the problem of topic detection, and proved that aging theory was 

the best solution. Although they claimed that they could detect a topic while it was 

still emerging, but not before it emerged. Here, we try to use these newly developed 

indices to examine, from the novelty and published volume, the stage in the life cycle 

(expansion, maturation or decline) and to determine the topic’s research potential 

based on these conditions. This method gives researchers internal as well as external 

suggestions to consider the potential of an emerging topic. 

 Based on the proposed indices we can determine whether the topic of a 

conference or journal paper is representative of a leading trend, and how long the 

trend will continue. This will help researchers make decisions about whether they 

should pursue a topic beforehand. Conversely, not all new topics are valuable so 

should not become a focus of considerable research. This study develops a detection 

table to solve this problem. Novelty, ageing theory and the curve representing 

accumulative relative frequency are all used to develop an appropriate set of indices 

for detecting emerging topics. 

1.3. Research approach 

Inductive learning and deductive prediction methods of machine learning help in 

constructing predictable indices and determining whether they are feasible. Whether a 

topic will develop is based on discussion in papers within the same period. That is, the 

volume of published studies on a topic helps determine whether it is important. 

 Additionally, whether a topic has potential is partly based on its novelty. 

Generally, as the number of times a topic is accessed increases, its potential value 

increases. A valuable topic attracts the attention of many researchers. Novel topics 

have considerable content that has not yet discussed. Whether in empirical or 

theoretical studies, novel topics have not yet completely developed and there is large 

space in the real world for applications. Consequently, the novelty and volume of 

papers published on a topic are important indices for determining it has potential to 

become a hot new emerging topic. The novelty index (NI) and published volume 

index (PVI) are developed and utilized to identify the detection point (DP) of a topic. 

The DP in a topic’s life cycle will move as later papers continue to be published. The 

moving DPs form a detection period which represents that the topic is emerging and 

valuable. Its novelty and popularity (published volume) are both in the highest states 

in this period of time. 

 The NI in the period before a specific topic emerges is higher than after 
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emerging. Conversely, the PVI is higher in the subsequent period than the previous 

period. Hence, when a large volume of works are published on a topic, it is an 

emerging topic. The curve of the PVI increases with the percentage of publications in 

the previous period and the DP forms in the former period. It represents a topic at an 

early age as an emerging topic. If delays in published volume are significant, the rise 

in the curve would be delayed until a subsequent period. Regardless of the time the 

PVI starts increasing, it can be viewed as representative of the topic. While the DP is 

moving and delay the intersection by the following published volume, it represents a 

topic continues growing up, and it emerges for a period of time. All lifecycle records 

of these topics in journal and conference publications in the ACM database (at least 

until 2007) are compiled to form a detection table. The DP for a topic as indicated in 

conferences and in journals can help in determining whether conferences or journals 

are the leading trend of the topic. 

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the 

extension of the theory application, and the development of TDT techniques and 

aging theory utilized in the method. Section 3 describes how to develop and construct 

indices in order to detect emerging topics. Section 4 presents the experimental design, 

execution and experimental results. Section 5 discusses the implications and 

contributions of the study. Section 6 gives conclusions and directions for future work. 

2. Related works 

 The availability of large linked document collections, such as the World Wide 

Web, and specialized literature archives present new opportunities for mining 

knowledge about community activities. Topic discovery is an example of such 

knowledge mining that has recently attracted considerable research interest. Topics 

can be considered semantic units that function as the basic building blocks in 

knowledge discovery. Once discovered, topics can be utilized in various ways, 

including for information navigation, trend analysis, and high-level data description 

(Jo et al., 2007). Topic trend analysis has the following three steps: 1) topic structure 

identification to identify the main topic types and their importance; 2) topic 

emergence detection to detect the emergence of a new topic and determine how it 

grows; and, 3) topic characterization to identify the characteristics of each main topic 

(Morinaga and Yamanishi, 2004). 

2.1. Topic detection and tracking 

 The dissemination and exchange of documents has become commonplace with 

the recent growth of the Internet, thus raising the significance of content analysis 
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techniques. Topic analysis of, say, e-mails and news articles is an important research 

task (Cui and Kitagawa, 2005). Many researchers have focused on techniques for 

topic discovery, topic tracking, topic-based text segmentation and related issues. In 

addition to TDT, Malone et al. (2006) utilized data mining to analyze trends (2006). 

Aurora et al. (2007) developed a topic discovery system that reveals the implicit 

knowledge in news streams. 

 TDT is a recently developed information retrieval technology. It was developed 

in 1996 when the DARPA was searching for a technique that could function without 

human intervention to detect topic structures in news streams. A pilot study in 1997 

(Allen et al., 1998) laid down the essential groundwork, generating a small corpus of 

knowledge and establishing a durable system. TDT research continued to flourish 

(Lee, Lee and Jang, 2007). 

 Makkonen et al. described the prevailing techniques applied in TDT such as 

formation extraction, retrieval and filtering, text clustering and text categorization and 

natural language processing. A TDT system that is implemented on-line does not have 

knowledge of unseen documents, which makes a case for clustering. Some studies 

have utilized retrospective topic detection and tracking when a system shows all data 

simultaneously; however, these studies focus mainly on on-line environments 

(Makkonen et al., 2004). 

 Allan, Papka and Lavrenko (1998) described problems related to new event 

detection and event tracking within a stream of broadcasted news stories. They 

focused on an on-line setting, i.e., one in which the system makes decisions about one 

story before analyzing subsequent stories. They used a single-pass clustering 

algorithm and novel threshold model with event attributes as a major component. 

Their tracking approach is similar to typical information filtering methods. They 

determined the value of unique terms that had unusual occurrence characteristics, and 

applied on-line adaptive filtering to identify the evolution of events in the news. New 

event detection and event tracking are TDT initiatives. 

 Subsequent studies have improved TDT techniques. For instance, Walls et al. 
(1999) developed a system for TDT detection tasks for unsupervised groups of stories 

in the news and on web pages based on topics. Their system used an incremental 

k-means algorithm to cluster stories. A probabilistic document similarity metric and 

conventional vector space model was adopted to compare stories (Salton et al., 1975).  

 Schultz and Liberman (1999) proposed approaches for detecting and tracking 

which are based on the well-known idf-weighted cosine coefficient similarity metric. 
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They achieved excellent tracking results using a very simple term-selection method 

that did not involve word stemming or score normalization. However, their detection 

task results were poor, probably due to the poor performance of the clustering 

algorithm rather than that of the underlying similarity metric. 

 Some have found that while existing learning techniques must be adapted or 

improved to manage difficult situations in which each event has very few positive 

training instances, most training documents are unlabelled, and most events have 

short durations. Yang et al. (2000) combined several supervised text categorization 

methods, namely, several new variants of the k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm 

and the Rocchio approach, to track events. Their approach, based on a traditional 

parameter optimization solution, significantly decreased variance in the performance 

of their event-tracking system for different data collections. 

 Kleinberg (2002) proposed a method for analyzing document streams. Although 

the main objective was to detect bursts of topics, the method can be adopted for topic 

activation analysis. However, Kleinberg’s method only considers document arrival 

rates, and disregards document relevance. Furthermore, the Kleinberg method is a 

“batch-oriented” approach. Cui and Kitagawa (2005) presented a solution to these 

problems. Although many studies have improved TDT techniques, these techniques 

are generally applied to time-sensitive documents (e.g., real-time news and e-mails) 

and have not been widely applied to identify new topics in academic papers. 

2.2. Emerging topic detection 

 An emerging trend is a topic area that is growing in interest and utility over time. 

For instance, Extensible Markup Language (XML) emerged as a trend in the 

mid-1990s. Knowledge of emerging trends is particularly important to individuals and 

companies that monitor developments in a particular field or industry. For example, a 

market analyst specializing in the biotech industry may want to review technical and 

news-related literature for recent trends that will impact biotech companies. Manual 

review of all available data is simply not feasible. Human experts who must identify 

emerging trends must rely on automated systems as the amount of information 

available in digital resources is considerable (Berry, 2004). 

 Zhang et al. (2002) extended an adaptive information filtering system to make 

decisions regarding the novelty and redundancy of documents. They argued that 

relevance and redundancy should be modeled explicitly and separately. They 

developed a set of five redundancy measures which they evaluated in experiments 

with and without redundancy thresholds. Experimental results demonstrated that the 
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cosine similarity metric and a redundancy measure based on a mixture of language 

models effectively identified redundant documents. Their research focused on the 

novelty and redundancy of documents, but did not address research topics.  

 Yang et al. (2002) proposed a novel two-stage approach that used 1) a supervised 

learning algorithm to classify on-line document streams into pre-defined broad topic 

categories and 2) performed topic-conditioned novelty detection for documents in 

each topic. They also exploited named entities for event-level novelty detection. Their 

study used the unit of a topic for novelty detection, but did not discuss when a topic is 

emerging. 

 Jo et al. (2007) generated unique approach that used correlation between the 

distribution of a term representing a topic and the link distribution in a citation graph 

in which nodes are limited to documents containing the term. This tight coupling 

between a term and graph analysis differed from other approaches such as those using 

language models. They applied a topic score to each item using the likelihood ratio of 

binary hypotheses based on a probabilistic description of graph connectivity. Their 

approach was based on the assumption that if a term is relevant to a topic, documents 

containing that term have a stronger connection than randomly selected documents. 

They applied the algorithm to detect a topic represented by a set of terms based on the 

assumption that if the co-occurrence of terms represents a new topic, the citation 

pattern should exhibit a synergy. They tested the algorithm on two electronic 

literature collections, arXiv and Citeseer. Their evaluation results showed that their 

approach was effective and revealed some novel aspects of topic detection. However, 

the curve which they only used term frequency to develop was still a backward index 

for detecting. 

2.3. Aging theory 

 Capturing variations in a distribution of key terms on a time line is critical when 

extracting hot topics. Therefore, tracking terms to determine their lifecycle stage is 

essential. Previous studies have recognized that topics in a continuous document 

stream can be identified via a simultaneous temporal burst of related documents. 

There has been research applying Aging Theory to model the life span of a news 

event. In this respect a news event can be considered a life form that goes through a 

lifecycle of birth, growth, decay, and death, which is reflective of its popularity over 

time. This study utilized the concept of energy to track even lifecycles. The level of 

energy indicates the stage of a news event in its life span. The energy of an event 

increases as it becomes popular and decreases as its popularity wanes. Hence, Aging 

Theory is suitable for tracking variations in term frequency, which we consider 
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critical to successful hot topic extraction (Chen et al., 2007). 

2.4. Tech mining 

 Tech mining has been considered a new and import field since 2006 

(Cunningham et al., 2006). The topic of tech mining concentrates on the fields of 

science, technology and innovation, also called “ST&I”. Tech mining uses text 

mining techniques to inform or manage the knowledge obtained from searching 

electronic science and technology databases. Works in this area include fields such as 

information retrieval, scientometrics and content analysis (Porter et al., 2005). These 

techniques not only improve the decision-making processes of research studies but 

also can be applied to firms, organizations and institutions with extensive application 

in industry, government and academia. In this study, we track emerging topics in 

research work finding the indices for tech mining. 

Zhu and Porter (2002) also discussed the automated extraction and visualization 

of technological intelligence and forecasting problems. They described a process for 

generating a technology family map and also describe a method to produce their 

innovation indicators. Their work can help researchers and decision makers realize the 

situation about the technology they are concerned with. The indications are developed 

as a composite concept.  

Compared to this research, the component topics’ growth rates seems like the 

concept popularity (published volume index) in this work, but the relative accumulate 

frequency of this indices is manipulated different from theirs, besides considering 

both the novelty and popularity concept and identify the topic’s emerging period by 

the moving detection point also a new point of view which is very different from their 

works. 

Kostoff’s related work (Kostoff 2008; Kostoff, Briggs, Solka et al., 2008; 

Kostoff, Bhattacharya, Pecht, 2007) applies text mining and information retrieval 

techniques to the field of discovery in science, which is a sub-field of tech mining. 

Literature-related discovery (LRD) methods involve the linking of two or more 

concepts that have heretofore not been linked by text mining procedures, in order to 

produce novel, interesting, plausible, and intelligible knowledge. LRD has two 

components: 1) Literature-based discovery (LBD) which generates potential 

discovery through literature analysis alone; 2) literature-assisted discovery (LAD) 

which generates potential discovery through a combination of literature analysis and 

interactions among selected literature authors. In turn, there are two types of LBD and 

LAD: 1) open discovery systems (ODS), where one starts with a problem and arrives 
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at a solution; and 2) closed discovery systems (CDS), where one starts with a problem 

and a solution, then determines the mechanism(s) that links them. 

Compared to this research, Kostoff extends the basic idea and combines the text 

mining and information retrieval techniques so as to retrieve core literature on target 

problem, characterize core literature by key researchers or identify centers of 

excellence through bibliometrics (which they called the thrust area), expand core 

literature and generate potential discovery by restricting classes of solutions. They try 

to find new science by looking at the literature connections, which is different from 

what we are doing in this current study. In this work we develop indices to identify a 

topic or new science whether it is during an emerging period in its lifecycle.  

In related work, Shibata and Kajikawa and others (Shibata, Kajikawa, Takeda 

and Matsushima, 2008; Shibata, Kajikawa and Matsushima 2007; Shibata, Kajikawa, 

Takeda, Salata and Matsushima 2010) analyzed the topology of the citation networks 

which they collected. They investigated the factors which determine the capability of 

academic articles to be cited in the future using a topological analysis of citation 

networks. Their work can also help to find emerging topic. The basic idea of their 

work is that articles that have many citations were in a “similar” position 

topologically in the past. They investigated the correlation between future times cited 

and three measures of centrality, which are clustering centrality, closeness centrality, 

and betweenness centrality. They also analyzed the effect of aging as well as of 

self-correlation of times cited. Their works suggested that times cited is the main 

factor in explaining the near future times cited, and betweenness centrality is 

correlated with the distant future times cited. The effect of topological position on the 

capability to be cited is influenced by the migrating phenomenon in which the 

activated center of research shifts from an existing domain to a new emerging domain. 

This is different from the view in this current research which is aimed at 

discovering a new emerging domain. They used the citation network topology to 

observe the migrating phenomenon. This point of view looks at the lifecycle of the 

topic or domain itself, while we are both concerned with the novelty and popularity of 

a topic. Past works may run a risk if the topic is not migrating from another topology 

and just as an original creative idea, and then we cannot identify it only from the 

topology. This method could be a consideration. 

Daim et al. (2006) claimed that it is very difficult to forecast emerging 

technologies as there is no historical data available. They suggested that in this 

circumstance, bibliometrics and patent analysis are useful data resources for 

researchers or decision makers to generate useful information. They use three 
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emerging technologies of scenario planning, growth curves and analogies, and data 

sources such as bibliometric, patent analysis and the modeling tool as system 

dynamics to present forecast tools to determine an emerging technology. Their works 

demonstrated that integrating multiple methodologies can improve the forecasting 

work, and that biliometrics and patent analysis can play a role providing historical 

data missing in the case of emerging technologies. 

 Daim et al.’s works helped the researcher to integrate multiple techniques to 

produce an assessment tool for forecasting the emerging technologies. In this current 

work we hope to give researchers a set of indices that can be used as a selection and 

assessment tool for choosing problems. Novelty and popularity are two important 

concepts in these indices which can provide a tool for considering the important 

properties in emerging technologies. 

2.5. Summary 

 The research focuses on the second task in TDT, emerging topic detection. We 

attempt to detect the emergence of a new topic and determine its growth stages. The 

concepts of novelty concepts, aging theory and traditional frequency are applied to 

academic research topics. Aging theory is used in the construction of the novelty 

index. This study differs from previous work where only the frequency term was used. 

Instead we use a curve indicating accumulative relative frequency to develop the PVI 

to create the emerging topic detection indices.  

3. Developing the indices for detecting emerging topics 

 The theoretical basis and experimental design for evaluating the effectiveness of 

the indices for emerging topic detection are clarified in the following sections. Section 

3.1 describes the emerging topic detection indices and the theoretical basis underlying 

the development of the indices. Section 3.2 describes their properties. Section 3.3 

presents the information produced by these indices. Section 3.4 shows how the 

emerging topic detection table is constructed using the emerging topic detection 

index. 

3.1. Novelty of emerging topics 

 We create an NI and a PVI, which are related to the development of the emerging 

topic detection indices, to construct an approach for investigating the novelty of a 

research topic, that is, whether it is emerging. 

3.1.1 Term, candidate research topic, research topic, hot topic and emerging topic 
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 Before discussing the NI and the PVI, this study defines a set of terminologies: 

term, candidate research topic, research topic, emerging topic and hot topic. A term is 

defined as a set of words or an abbreviation that is mentioned more than 3 times in the 

same conference or journal publications in the same year. This threshold is based on 

the work of Joachims (1998). A term may be a single word, composite word or 

abbreviation of a proper noun. A candidate research topic is defined as terms that are 

composite words or an abbreviation of a proper noun as extracted from conference or 

journal publications. A candidate research topic indicates that a term may be an 

important research topic. 

 A research topic is defined as the intersection set between a candidate research 

topic in conferences and journals. These sets are of assistance when examining the 

leading relationship between research topics that appear simultaneously in conference 

and journal papers. Additionally, this study considers overlapping candidate research 

topics (in conferences and journals) as important research topics. A hot topic is 

defined as a topic that appears frequently within a given period (Chen et al., 2007). 

No topic can remain hot indefinitely; restated, each topic has a lifecycle comprised of 

birth, growth, maturity and death. A hot topic is one in the mature stage. An emerging 

topic is defined as a research topic that is important and in the growth stage but still 

not a hot topic. This study extracts emerging topics using the proposed indices. 

3.1.2. Novelty index 

 Before defining the NI, we should define what the potential development year is. 

The potential development year (PDY) is defined as the period from the first year to 

the current year when a topic becomes a research topic that does not include any year 

with zero papers in the following years. Let us consider research topic “XML” is as an 

example. Since “XML” is a well known and established topic researchers in the field 

have reached a consensus in terms of the lifecycle of its emergence. 

The datasets collected from the ACM database have the column entitled Type 

separates conference and journal papers, where “J” represents journal papers and “C” 

represents conference papers. This study selects and records the published volume of 

each paper type and each year separately. The value of type J in 2008 is 12, indicating 

that there were 12 journal papers focused on XML in that year. Comparatively, there 

were 114 conference papers focused on XML in 2008. One can identify the first paper 

referring to XML in conferences, which was published in 1989. However, no paper 

discussed XML from 1990–1993. There was a paper in 1994 but none from 

1996–1998, indicating that if the first paper caught the attention of researchers, it 

cannot be considered the start of an emerging topic.)  
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 Hence, if the PDY is 1989, it does not have the substance meaning in the 

research. However, after 1999, XML was the main topic in a considerable number of 

papers. Furthermore, we assert that if a topic is not discussed in any paper during 

whole year, that topic does not have the potential to be an emerging topic at that time. 

Therefore, this study defines the first year of the PDY as 1999 for conferences and 

2001 for journals. The NI is defined as the inverse of the PDY. The NI indicates 

whether a topic is novel. For example, if the PDY of a topic is 5, the NI of the topic in 

the 5th year is 1/5=0.2. That is, in its nth development year, the NI is 1/n. We use the 

proposed Algorithm 3-1 to identify first PDY. 

 

Algorithm 3-1: Identifying which year is the FC for the research topic 

Input: iC , the published volume of conference papers in the ith year 

Output: FC , the first PDY in conference papers for a research topic 

1 For i =2008 to 1989  

2  If iC >0 then 

3   FC =i 

4  Else 

5   Return FC =i+1 

6   Break 

7  End If 

8 Next 

where 

 iC  is defined as the published volume of conference papers in the ith year. 

For XML, 2008,...,1989=i . 

 jJ  is defined as the published volume journal papers in the jth year. For 

XML, 2008,...,1999=j . 

 FC  is defined as the first PDY in conference papers for a research topic. 

 FJ  is defined as the first PDY in journal papers for a research topic. 

 )(TopicCNI k  is defined as the NI for the kth year for a research topic in 

conference papers. 

 )(TopicJNIk  is defined as the NI for the kth year for a research topic in 

journal papers. 

We assume that a research topic is new when it is first published; thus, NI should 

be normalized to 1=100%. In its second year, the NI should be 1/2=50%. The value of 
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the NI should be normalized to 0–1. By Algorithm 3-1, the formula for 

)(TopicCNI k is as follows: 

1

1
)(

+−
=

F
k Ck

TopicCNI  .                       (3-1) 

Furthermore, the formula for )(TopicJNIk  is 

1

1
)(

+−
=

F
k Jk

TopicJNI  .                       (3-2) 

 Taking XML  as an example, FC  is 1999 and, using Algorithm 3-1, we start 

from the year 2008. When 1142008 =C >0, FC  will be 2008 temporarily. Next keep 

searching using i=2007 until i=1998 while 01998 =C . The loop will break and return 

to FC = 19991=+i , indicating that there are no papers in the ith year focused on XML. 

It was not the first PDY, so actually FC  is next year of i as i+1. 

 After determining that 1999 is the FC  year for XML, then 1)(1999 =XMLCNI . 

Comparatively, to compute the conference Novelty Index (CNI) for 2008, we take 

2008=k  in Formula (3-1), obtaining a CNI of 2008. 

%101.0
10

1

119992008

1
)(2008 ===

+−
=XMLCNI .  

3.1.3. Published volume index 

 The NI is a measurement of novelty. This study can determine whether a 

research topic is emerging or hot based on the volume of papers published in the same 

period. Conversely, if a topic is discussed over a long period in a vast number of 

publications, it is likely mature and well developed. It may cross or enter another 

domain so the focus would turn to a combination and applications with other domains, 

not only the ontology itself. Consequently, if the focus is solely on the volume of 

published papers, one cannot determine whether the topic has potential research value. 

Notably, as the volume of papers increases, topic impact decreases. The conventional 

frequency curve method for determining the volume of published papers lacks the 

ability to determine whether a topic is hot or emerging. When the PVI declines, we 

conclude that this has been a hot topic. The traditional frequency curve is a backward 

index. 

 We not only consider the volume of published papers but also a topic’s hotness 

over time. The accumulative relative frequency curve reflects the variation in 
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published volume. This method is better than the frequency of a topic at detecting 

topic status based on comparing the growth situation without waiting until it really 

becomes mature. The PVI is defined as the accumulative relative frequency of the kth 

development year normalized to 0–1. Algorithm 3-2 is used to compute the PVI for 

the kth year, and Formula (3-3) comprises the equations for the CPVI. 

 

Algorithm 3-2: Compute the PVI, taking the )(TopicJPVIk as an example 

Input: JSum , iSum , iJ  

Output: )(TopicJPVIk  

1 For i = FJ to k 

2  JSum = JSum + iJ  

3 Next 

4 For i = FJ to k 
5  iii JSumSum += −1  

6  
J

i
i Sum

SumTopicJPVI =)(  

7 Next 

where 

 CSum is the accumulated number of conference papers from FC  to the 

kth year. 

  JSum is the accumulated number of the journal papers from FJ  to the 

kth year. 

  iSum is the accumulated number of papers from first year to the ith year for 

the same paper type. 

  )(TopicCPVIk is the PVI for a topic in the kth year in conference 

publications and formulated as follows:  

C

i
i Sum

SumTopicCPVI =)(  .                     (3-3) 

  )(TopicJPVIk is the PVI of a topic in the kth year in journal publications and 

formulated as follows: 

J

i
i Sum

SumTopicJPVI =)(  .                     (3-4) 
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 This study takes XML as an example to illustrate the application of the PVI. As 

discussed in Section 3.1.1., the question of concern to researchers is when a topic 

becomes an emerging topic with no break in subsequent years. The first time a 

research topic is discussed is not necessarily an important point. 1999 is identified as 

the first year in which XML appeared in journals. We use Algorithm 3-1 to find 

FJ =2001, the real PDY. PDY n in 2001–2008 is 2008−2001+1=8. Algorithm 3-2 is to 

compute the PVI for each year. For 2003, 72003 =J , 212003 =Sum  and 

200320022003 JSumSum +=  

=14+7=21. For 2008, 902008 =Sum  is calculated as 90=JSum , which is the sum 

from the first year, 2001 to 2008. Hence, 233.0
90

21
)(

2008

2003
2003 ≈==

Sum
SumXMLJPVI . 

Similarly the PVI ofor other years is computed in the same manner and recorded. 

3.1.4. Detection point 

 According to the two proposed detection indexes, NI and PVI, when the PDY is 

early compared to its lifecycle, the NI is high. For example, FJ =2001 

and 1)(2001 =XMLJNI . Compared to 5.0
2

1
)(2002 ==XMLJNI , when the PDY is late 

relative to its lifecycle, the NI decreases. Conversely, our findings indicate that the 

situation for the PVI is opposite. Since the published volume reveals the amount of 

discussion a research topic receives, the PVI reflects the relative degree of growth in 

volume. The two indices can use the values to determine the development of XML. 

 Using the data we can draw the curves for JPVI (Journal PVI), JNI (Journal NI), 

CPVI (Conference PVI) and CNI (Conference NI). This study discovers that the NI 

and PVI is the trade-off curve, that is, a new topic lacks the volume needed to be a hot 

topic, and when a hot topic exists for a period of time, it loses its novelty. 

Consequently, the maximal NI and PVI must be obtained from the intersection of 

curves, which is called the DP.  

 The DP is defined as the point at which the NI and PVI intersect. We suggest that 

the DP can be used to determine whether a topic is hot and emerging, as it is the 

maximal value of two indices for both sides of novelty and hotness. The DP also 

separates the conference detection point (CDP) and journal detection point (JDP). 

Algorithm 3-3 shows how to compute the DP for JPVI and JNI. 

 

Algorithm 3-3: How to compute the DP ofor JPVI and JNI 

Input: present year, iJPVI , iJNI , 1+iJPVI , 1−iJNI  
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Output: J-detection point 

1 For i = present year To FC  

2  If iJPVI = iJNI Then 

3   Return to the J-detection point=i 
4  Else If iJPVI  > iJNI  and 1+iJPVI  < 1−iJNI  Then 

5   Return to the J-detection point=
2

1+i
 

6  End If 

7 Next 

3.2. Information produced by the emerging topic detection indices 

 According to the DP indices, if a topic has been published in both conference and 

journal papers, then, based on the published data, four curves can be drawn to obtain 

the JDP and CDP using Algorithm 3-3. Additionally, the indices also generate the year 

for the DP (YDP) and value of the DP. 

3.2.1. Year of the detection point 

 The YDP is the X-axis value of the DP. The YDP indicates that a topic has 

reached the emergence threshold in its development. The YDP can also be separated 

into year for the CDP (YCDP) and year for the JDP (YJDP). The YCDP is the X-axis 

value of the CDP. The YJDP is the X-axis value of the JDP. Regardless of the JDP or 

CDP, there will also be a value on the X-axis, which represents the year. Although the 

YCDP is near 2002, the graph shows that this is not a DP. The topic does not become 

an emerging topic until 2003. Consequently, this study takes 2003 as the YCDP and 

2004 as the YJDP. 

3.2.2. The detection point value 

 The value of the DP (VDP) is the value at which the DP intersects the Y-axis. 

This value indicates both the NI and PVI for the DP at the same time. Since we use 

the NI and PVI normalized to 0–1 and the Y-axis is their representation, the DP value 

can be expressed by the NI and PVI. Additionally, the VDP also means that the NI and 

PVI are equal at the DP. However, the VDP is divided into the value of the CDP 

(VCDP) and value of the JDP (VJDP). The VCDP is the value at which the DP 

intersects the Y-axis for conferences and is the same value as the CPVI and CNI. The 

VJDP is the value at which the DP intersects the Y-axis for journal papers and is the 

same value as the JPVI and JNI. Since this study uses year as a unit, and if the DP is 

not exactly at one year, it must be between two years. The VCDP is between 2002 and 
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2003, and the value is affected by 227.02002 =CPVI , 348.02003 =CPVI ,  

250.02002 =CNI  and 200.02003 =CNI  (Fig. 3-1). The exact value of the VCDP is the 

center of those 4 points and is calculated as follows:  

4
2003200220032002 CNICNICPVICPVI +++

256.0
4

200.025.0348.0227.0
≈

+++
=

.
 

Likewise, we compute VJDP=0.293. Hence, if the YDP is the ith year, Formula (3-5) 

can be used to compute the VDP 

4
11 iiii CNICNICPVICPVI +++ −−

.
                   (3-5) 

3.3. The properties of emerging topic detection indices 

 After creating the NI and PVI to construct the emerging topic detection indices 

and detection table, we can analyze the academic publications and forecast the trend. 

3.3.1. Novelty index properties 

 This study defines NI=1/n, where PDY is n. We suggest that this is a curve that 

can be used even if this is not verified. Since it is supposed that regardless of 

conferences or journals there exists a relationship between them. Furthermore, the NI 

will produce the same result for the relationship of conferences and journals with any 

validated index. Nevertheless, we assert that the NI is a reasonable and convenient 

index. To determine the entire lifecycle of a topic, one must obtain the termination 

date at which volume is 0, as well as the novelty for each year based on the 

termination date. For instance, if one knows that a topic has developed for 10 years, 

and that NI=1 in the first year and NI=0.9 in the second year, this process continues 

until the last year. However, one cannot determine when a topic terminates until it is 

terminated. Therefore, using NI=1/n can avoid this lack. We suggest that novelty 

decreases as the PDY increases. Hence, regardless of the topic, the impact of the NI is 

1/n at the nth PDY, and the NI is 1 in the first year, and in the second year, it is 

1/2=0.5. 

3.3.2. Published volume index properties 

 As mentioned, comparing the PVI and the traditional frequency measure can 

improve the forward effect. Here, XML is used as an example to describe the 

properties of the PVI.  

 (The curve is derived from journal data for XML during 2001–2006. The curve 
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Decrease-2008 indicates that the amount of data decrease after 2006. The amount of 

data in 2007 is 1/2 of that in 2006 (10) and in 2007 it is 1/2 that in 2008 (5). The other 

situation is Increase-2008, which indicates that the amount of data increases after 

2006; thus, the amount of data in 2007 is 2 times that in 2006 (40) and that in 2008 is 

2 times that in 2007 (80). Thus, PVI-2006, PVI-2008-decrease and PVI-2008-increase 

are the indices for Original-2006, Decrease-2008 and Increase-2008, respectively.) 

 (While the volume of PVI increases relative to that in the past, like 

PVI-2008-increase, an upward opening concave curve forms. Conversely, when the 

volume of PVI decreases relative to that in the past like PVI-2008-decrease, then a 

convex curve downward opening curve forms. Consequently, as the volume of PVI is 

comparatively larger compared to the value in 2006 between PVI-2008-decrease and 

PVI-2008-increase, and the curve will rise from year 2006, indicating that the topic is 

becoming a hot topic. Conversely, the proportion of PVI-2008-increase in 2006 is 

lower than in the past - the largest volume of topic exists after 2006 – so the curve is 

relatively flat in 2006, indicating that topic has not yet become a hot topic.) 

3.3.3 Detection point properties 

 The DP is the intersection of the NI and PVI, and produces the YDP and VDP. 

The discussions in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.2 refer to the properties upon which the 

YDP is based. The accumulated relative frequency is used to determine the DP 

properties and validate the effectiveness. 

1. As the YDP increases, the DP is delayed 

 This study compares the curves of PVI-2006 to those of PVI-2008-decrease and 

PVI-2008-increase. Regardless of whether the amount of data increases or decreases, 

as long as a topic keeps developing (published volume is not 0), the curve will delay 

the intersect point. This makes sense because a later YDP means the topic has not yet 

reached the highest point in its lifecycle and growth stage. Conversely, for PVI-2006, 

the DP must intersect before 2006 when the YDP is 2004. 

2. Increase in frequency for the year means the rise of entire curve 

 Consider PVI-2008-decrease. The highest value is produced in 2006 and the 

curve intersects in front of the DP of PVI-2008-increase. For the case in which the 

topic is in its mature stage, then the curve falls. Conversely, PVI-2008-increase 

indicates that 2006 was not the highest year in terms of its lifecycle. The highest 

volume in its lifecycle was reached in 2008. The delayed DP indicates that the topic is 

not hot. 
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3. The DP time 

 When a topic has a high PVI in its early stage, the curve will increase and the DP 

will form in the former part of the curve. This indicates that the topic is becoming hot 

at that time. Comparatively, if the PVI is high in a late stage, the curve will delay the 

DP. However, when the PVI curve starts to increase, it indicates that the topic is being 

discussed and is an emerging topic. The highest stage is not a point of concern as the 

topic is already mature. The DP represents the emerging topic produced as the DP is 

always in front of the present and is a trade-off between the NI and the PVI. 

We use the proposed emerging topic detection indices to examine the 

relationship between conferences and journals. If the reasoning is correct, regardless 

of how the NI is defined, the pattern of topics in conferences and journals will be the 

same. The DP of XML in this database is 2004, which is before the highest amount of 

data in 2006. Although we cannot determine whether XML has reached the highest 

volume in its history and could have a higher volume later, the DP is in 2004, which 

matches the expected date. Hence, the PVI has a better ability to predict an emerging 

topic than does the traditional frequency method. 

 The value of the DP, regardless of whether the NI or PVI, is maximal in the 

trade-off and can be used detect when a topic is emerging. We assert that the DP must 

exist before the topic becomes hot. Consequently, the DP must exist during period 

from the first PDY to the present. Whether a topic becomes hot or not, the DP can still 

be calculated (as long as the PDY is more than 2 years) using the proposed indices. 

Hence, this study uses the YDP and VDP indexes to identify the situation in which a 

topic is hot. The emerging topic detection table is used to detect the value of retaining 

a research topic. 

4. Detection period 

Collecting all the DPs in each year for a topic, we can get a period called the 

detection period. Observing the detection period, we discover that the DP will move 

while papers on the topic continue to be published and discussed in the last topic’s life 

cycle. This movement represents the growth of a topic. As we know, when a topic 

reaches maturation or is in the declining stage in its lifecycle, the following published 

volume will decrease and the PVI cannot extend by the potential developed year and 

the DP cannot delay the YDP. 

The detection period represents that the topic is emerging. Its value is highest at 

this point in its lifecycle because its novelty and popularity (published volume) are 
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high during this period of time. When the DP is moving and the intersection delayed 

by the following published volume, it means that the topic is continuing to grow, and 

emerging for a period of time. 

3.4. The emerging topic detection table 

 The emerging topic detection table helps in identifying the DP, which includes 

the YDP and VDP. By comparing conferences and journals, one can determine which 

reaches the threshold first. If a topic has never been an important topic, the DP year 

can still be calculated; however, it is worthless. Hence, this study uses the VDPs of 

each year for conferences and journals, respectively, to develop the emerging topic 

detection table. Take the XML at conferences as an example. From FC =1999 to the 

present date of 2008, the PDY is 10 years. Thus, YCDP=2003 and VCDP=0.256. 

However, in 2003 or 2004, we still can compute another YDP and VDP at that time. 

This study uses the properties of VDP to construct the emerging topic detection table. 

When a topic develops over 10 years, the VDPs for each year can be derived. The 

study identifies all research topics in the ACM database and computes their VDPs for 

each year. The median VDP is used to avoid confounding by extreme data and to 

generate the emerging topic detection table. 

 The VDP represents a new topic. Although the volume is small, the PVI is high. 

For instance, if the PDY is 2 years and the first and second year volumes are 1, then 

5.01 =PVI  and 12 =PVI . The VDP must be 0.5 - 1, but there is still room for 

discussion with this topic. A high VDP indicates that the topic is still worth 

investigating. By increasing the volume regardless of the NI or PVI, the curve will 

easily delay the DP. For instance, in the third year, 2 papers were published so 

25.01 =PVI , 5.02 =PVI  and 13 =PVI , while 11 =NI , 5.02 =NI , and 333.03 =NI ; 

thus, VDP=0.5. The VDP decreases and the DP is delayed; therefore, as the VDP 

increases, a topic warrants further research. 

 Each topic has its own development time—some topics develop slowly, while 

others may generate considerable discussion when first published. By using the 

median VDP for each research topic, one can construct a baseline. Therefore, when 

the lifecycle stage of a topic is unknown, the emerging topic detection table can be 

used to compare the topic with the baseline. When the VDP of a topic is higher than 

the baseline, it is worth keeping; when the VDP of a topic is lower than the baseline, 

the topic is worthless. Comparatively, if the VDP of a topic from the start to end of its 

lifecycle is never higher than the baseline, it cannot be an important topic. 
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4. The experimental procedure 

 This section describes the experimental design, execution, data collection, and 

the development of the emerging topic detection indices. This section is organized as 

follows: Section 4.0 illustrates the leading trend relationship between conference and 

journal papers. Section 4.1 describes the experimental design. Section 4.2 presents the 

experimental results. Section 4.3 shows how to apply the emerging topic detection 

table for predicting worthy topics, and outlines the value of this investigation. Section 

4.4 validates the accuracy and effectiveness of the emerging topic detection indices. 

Section 4.5 describes the research findings and finally Section 4.6 summarizes this 

part of the research.  

4.1. Sample 

 To verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed indices for recognizing 

and predicting new trends, this study uses data on journal and conference papers listed 

in the ACM Digital Library and IEEE Computer Society databases. The research 

shows the four descriptors of correlations between conference and journal papers. 

 Some leading correlation categories between the conference papers and journal 

papers:  

 Conference papers lead conference papers which we call C→C. 
 Conference papers lead journal papers which we call C→J. 
 Journal papers lead conference papers which we call J→C. 
 Journal papers lead journal papers which we call J→J. 

What researchers most care about is that the lead time and the leading trend 

position can be firmly established. The lack with C→C is that the leading trend 

position can be firmly established based on the conference paper property. With J→C 

there is a time lag since the turn-around time is always longer for journal papers than 

conference papers, which we call the time lag. The correlation J→J also has the same 

problem with time lag. Based on the properties of conferences and journals, the 

correlation C→J (without the time lag problem and including the journal trend) is 

most convincing to scholars to establish a research position. If we can make sure that 

that relation is C→J, it can help detect new trends in conference papers verified by 

journal papers. Conference papers are the leading indicator.  

This study focuses on identifying seed trends for a particular domain of study by 

exploring the relationship between conference papers and journal papers. A 

conference paper appears to mark the beginning of a research process. Therefore, we 
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believe that conference papers represent trends. This study focuses specifically on 

data mining and information retrieval. Computer science includes many sub-domains. 

Specific sub-domains need to be selected to define the perimeter of this research. 

Since this study applies the techniques of data mining and information retrieval, these 

topics are the focus of discussion. These two sub-domains can be described with ten 

keywords. 

The ACM Digital Library and IEEE Computer Society are adopted as databases 

for conference papers. These are two renowned academic communities within the 

domain of information systems and computer science, and hold extensive collections 

of conference papers in all formats. The ACM Digital Library, IEEE Computer 

Society, ProQuest and ScienceDirect Onsite are the four databases for journal papers. 

The two extra databases are included to complement the ACM Digital Library and 

IEEE Computer Society’s sparse journal collections, and to generalize the research 

findings.  

 The titles of the papers are utilized as indicators for the extraction of information, 

since they are strongly representative of the entire article. TextAnalyst is utilized to 

analyze the words used in titles, and single out the ones that are repeated more than 

three times. The data are presented in matrix form, with columns representing 

features and rows representing papers. This matrix can be used to calculate the 

number of papers with each feature. Finally, the Cosine of Similarity between annual 

conference papers and journal papers can be obtained using years as a unit of 

measurement. 

 Similarities in the topics of conference papers in sequential years are identified. 

The research findings strongly support the assumption that 87.23% of the data nodes 

in 1990–2007 demonstrate that the topic for one year influences topics in future years. 

These findings indicate that researchers can recognize new trends in research topics 

by looking at conference papers. Furthermore, massive amounts of data can be 

efficiently processed automatically by computing the similarities between conference 

papers and journal papers, pinpointing the keywords and topics that would most often 

appear in future journals. 

4.2. Experimental design 

 To verify the accuracy and effectiveness of this method, an experiment is 

designed to utilize the proposed indices. The experimental results obtained in this 

study are compared with those obtained in previous work from which one can 

determine whether the results are consistent. 
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4.2.1. Choosing the field and data resources 

 Before determining whether a topic is important we first choose the data field 

and database, in this case the ACM Digital Library. The ACM is the largest and oldest 

academic community in the field of education and computer science. It has had a 

platform for exchanging information, innovation and discoveries since 1947. ACM 

members belong to the information systems and computer science community, and 

include professors, technicians, and students in industry, academia and public services 

in over 100 countries.  

 The range of the data is defined by using this method to browse journals and 

transactions not included in the magazine published by the ACM that appear in its 

digital library. A total of 35 exist. The (IEEE)/ACM Transactions on Computational 

Biology and Bioinformatics (TCBB) and IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking 

(TON) are not published by the IEEE, and the range of discussion is far from that in 

conferences held by the ACM. Conference data published by the ACM are used. In 

total, the ACM held 137 conferences. Some conference papers in the database are not 

formal papers but rather are student papers, short papers, poster papers, keynote 

speeches, tutorials, and demo abstracts. These papers are not included in this study 

because they do not present new issues. 

4.2.2. Selection of the descriptors 

 A paper needs descriptors that describe its contents. The research topic of a paper 

is extracted based on these descriptors. We use the following four descriptors referring 

to paper content: 

1. Title: the title of a paper is treated as a condensed description of the entire text. 

Thus the essence of the paper is captured concisely within a limited number of 

words. Words are sometimes coined by the authors themselves, meaning new 

trends are concealed within titles.       

2. Abstract: when papers are reviewed the abstract can be used to give a rough 

grasp of the content within a short period of time. Thus abstracts can illustrate 

the content of a research papers far more explicitly than the titles, but contain 

many times the words. Consequently, the impact of each word unit as indicative 

of the meaning of the paper is thus diluted. 

3. Keywords: keywords have the highest density in knowledge, but cannot describe 

a new trend. Authors must identify the keywords from the abstract. The paper 

can then be searched according to its keywords. In other words, keywords are 
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expressive words that are most widely adopted by researchers for a particular 

concept within the same domain. Therefore, researchers in a particular research 

domain take a long time and much effort to reach a consensus that enables 

concepts to be translated into keywords. This process is usually time-consuming. 

Therefore, keywords in research papers are understood to achieve a high density 

of knowledge, filtered and crystallized through various researchers to form a 

single accumulated consensus on a concept, enabling them to express the paper 

far more precisely than titles. However, keywords can rarely identify new trends. 

This is because keywords relate to well-known concepts. A long period of time is 

required for domain experts to reach a consensus about a concept. Therefore, this 

study concludes that keywords do not describe the content of a paper as well as 

its title does.  

4. Full Text: The full text includes every concept the researcher uses concerning the 

subject, yet individual words embody very little substance. The full text 

obviously includes the integrity of the content, but it is a compilation of an 

immense load of information that far exceeds that of titles, abstracts and 

keywords. Therefore the degree to which each phrase can express the concepts of 

the paper is small. Using the full text to describe the content of a paper would 

waste resources and time. 

 Authors use keywords to characterize their papers. Consequently, when a term is 

a keyword, it becomes a backward term. Although the full text contains the most 

information, it is a low knowledge-density descriptor. Many words and terms can be 

used to represent a research topic. Hence, typical information retrieval techniques 

without human judgment tend to extract many terms that do not exactly represent a 

topic. Therefore, two descriptors, the title and abstract, are used in this pilot study. 

The descriptors are utilized for data mining and information retrieval. We search the 

ACM’s digital library to identify journal and conference papers containing a term. 

The terms extracted from titles and abstracts in 2007 are used for comparison.  

Based on previous work we argue that knowledge density in the title is higher than 

that in the abstract. Additionally, this study finds that just because there are more 

words in the abstract, the information embedded therein is more complete than in a 

title. There are 12-25 times more terms without stop-words in the abstract than in the 

title. Therefore, this work uses the abstract as the study descriptor. 

4.2.3. Investigating extracted topics 

 To avoid unnecessarily large term vectors, a word is treated as a term only if it 

appears in the training data at least three times, and is not a “stop-word” (e.g. “and”, 
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“or”), (Joachims, 1998). Candidate research topics are extracted from terms rather 

than frequently used words. Instead of a single word, a composite word or 

abbreviation is used as the candidate research topic. Although this approach will 

overlook topics represented by a single word such as ontology, a single word topic 

must be identified by a person. Candidate research topics comprised of composite 

words or abbreviations possess better properties than single word topics which require 

human judgment. Conferences and journals have their own candidate research topics. 

To determine which one is a leading trend, we examine the intersection of candidate 

research topics between conferences and journals. This intersection represents the 

research topics in this study. 

 We assume that a hot or important topic can be found in 2007. When a topic is 

hot or important, discussion will increase regardless of when the topic was introduced. 

The year 2008 was not chosen because it had not yet ended when this study was 

carried out meaning that collections for conferences and journals would not be 

complete. For each journal and conference, we assume that the research position is 

equal without considering priority and importance. Furthermore, the database only 

records the volume of papers, not the frequency that the terms occur in the document. 

Thus, regardless of how many times it is mentioned in a paper, a research topic is 

counted as one paper. In other words, we do not consider the weight of a topic. The 

approach mentioned above is used to identify research topics, which are then input 

into the ACM search engine where their YDP is recorded based on the type of 

conference or journal. (After determining the volume of published papers in each 

year, Algorithm 3-1 is applied to determine which year is the FC , and Formulas (3-1) 

and (3-2) are applied to compute the kCNI  and kJNI . The values are listed in the 

NI table, which is formatted the same. Algorithm 3-2 and Formulas (3-3) and (3-4) are 

used to compute kCPVI and kJPVI , which are listed in the PVI table, which is 

formatted the same. The values can be utilized to generate the emerging topic 

detection index. Finally, Algorithm 3-3 is used to calculate the JDP using JNI and 

JPVI, and the CDP using CNI and CPVI. Formula (3-5) is then used to compute the 

VDP for conferences and journals.) 

 The emerging topic detection index helps in detecting the DP of a research topic 

in the YDP. We continue by using the YDP for conferences and journals to develop 

am emerging topic detection table for detecting whether a topic warrants further 

research. Each research topic that has a PDY exceeding 3 years is used to compute the 

VDP; the median of VDPs for the same year is used to construct the table.  The 

reason we do not begin in the second year is if a topic has developed for only 2 years, 

its DP must be between the first and second year. After the third year, the VDP and DP 
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will vary and kNI  and kPVI  fall into different blocks. The emerging topic 

detection table uses the median VDP for each year. However, if a topic only develops 

for 3 years, then the VDP for the fourth year and later will not use the value of the 

research topic. 

4.3. Experimental results 

 This study examined 35 journal issues and 137 conferences, altogether 689 

journal papers and 5154 conference papers from 2007. TextAnalyst is used to extract 

those terms mentioned more than 3 times in the same publication in a year. 

Single-word terms are deleted and composite words and abbreviations retained as 

candidate research topics. The number of candidate research topics from conferences 

is 1791 and that from journals is 311. There are 89 topics in the intersection set, which 

are viewed as the research topics. The intersection ratio for conferences is almost 5% 

and for journals is near 29%, indicating that there is more convergence in journal 

topics. Although the range is broader for conferences than journals, it is easier to 

discover new topics in conference papers and there is still more divergence than 

journals.  

 The study suggests that some journals may concentrate on well defined topics 

while conferences in the same year may look forward to new topics, so that the 

intersection ration between the two subsets is not very high. Another reason for this 

might be that there is more divergence for conferences than journals so that topics are 

scattered. There are many different fields that cannot be covered since the volume of 

journals per year is less.  

 There is only topic “cutaway illustrations” that started in 2007 that appears in 

conferences or journals. We assume that if a research topic is valuable, it will survive 

into 2007. The proportion of research topics that match this assumption is 98.88%. 

“Cutaway illustrations” is an exception since it started in 2007 with no data existing 

before 2007. Thus, cutaway illustrations cannot be viewed as an important and 

valuable research topic. 

 Using the CDP produced by CNI and CPVI, and the JDP produced by JNI and 

JPVI, we obtain the YCDP, which is the year of the CDP; YJDP is the year of the JDP. 

For the same research topic, the CDP and the JDP have a sequential relationship, 

which represents which type of curve generates the DP first. The YCDP and YJDP 

can be the determining point for which type of papers comprise the leading tread. 

Generally, we assume that the first paper published at a conference or in a journal will 

have the first DP. However, this is not exactly correct if we refer to the NI and PVI in 
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the research. 

 Of the 89 research topics, only 5 are published in journals before conferences; 11 

are published first at conferences. Moreover, 1 topic has a DP later than that for 

conferences, indicating that the first publication year is not the only factor to consider 

when determining the lead position. When the NI and PVI are also considered, the 

outcome changes. In total, 87.64% of research topics appear first in conference 

publications. On average, conference papers are published 4.26 years ahead of journal 

papers, while if the journal has the leading topic, the journal papers are published 3.5 

years ahead of conference papers. 

 This investigation confirms that researchers can discover new trends for research 

topics from conference papers. The research findings strongly support the hypothesis. 

85.42% of the data nodes collected from 1990 to 2007 show that topics in conference 

papers influenced the topic of journal papers in the same year and for the following 

two years. In other words, researchers can mine new issues from conference papers. 

 Results from this study and previous studies can be used to validate the leading 

topic relationship. Here we investigate 89 research topics, while previous work 

focused on similarities over 3 years from 1991–2007. Although the data units are 

different, we find that conferences lead journals by 87.64% as compared to the 

findings in previous work (85.42%). This verifies the effectiveness of this method and 

indicates that the indices are useful and accurate. 

4.4. How to use the emerging topic detection table to predict whether a topic warrants 
further research 

 The CDP generated from the CNI and CPVI and the JDP from the JNI and JPVI 
are used to generate the VCDP from CDP and the VJDP from JDP. This work 

computes the VDP ofor each topic based on its PDY. If a topic’s PDY is 5 years, one 

can calculate the VDP for each year for years 3–5. The 3-year VDP focuses on the 

first, second and third year, and ignores data for the fourth and fifth years. The 4-year 

VDP is then calculated and year 5 data is ignored. This process continues until the full 

PDY is obtained, and the development of each topic in its lifecycle can be determined 

for each year. (Each topic has its own start and emerging time. Consequently, the 

median VDP can be used to generate the baseline for a research topic in each year. If 

an unknown topic exists then one cannot determine whether it has high worthiness for 

continued investigation or not. This study calculates the VDP for a topic for each year 

in its development. If the VDP is higher than the baseline in any year, the topic should 

be investigated further as it may be a novel topic. Comparatively, if a topic is old and 
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mature, it will have a low VDP. Furthermore, if a topic, from the beginning to the end 

of its history, never has a VDP higher than the baseline, then that topic is worthless. 

Based on a topic’s development, one can determine whether the topic is valuable.) 

 Take Virtual Environments (VEs) as an example. The VDP for each year is 

compared to the baseline. The emerging topic detection table is used to determine 

whether VEs should be investigated further. The JVDP in the third year is 0.583. The 

JVDP of VEs is 0.7 higher than the baseline, meaning that VEs is valuable in its third 

year. The JVPD for the fourth year is 0.465, and 0.592 higher than the baseline, 

meaning it is a valuable topic. In year 6, the JVDP of VEs is 0.33, lower than the 

baseline value of 0.355, indicating that the topic of VEs is mature. Similarly, the 

CVDP in the table in the third year is 0.572 and the VCDP of VEs is 0.675, which is 

higher than that in the table. In its eighth year, the CVDP of VEs is lower than that in 

the table (0.271), indicating that the topic of VEs in conferences in the eighth year is 

mature. 

5. Validating the accuracy and effectiveness of the emerging topic detection 
indices 

 In this section, we describe an experiment using this research model to validate 

the proposed indices. We survey previously published related works to find 

information about topics which have already been validated using other methods. We 

also survey some experts on the topic selected to validate the indices.  

5.1 Comparing the experimental results with previous work 

In order to validate the accuracy and effectiveness of the emerging topic 

detection indices, we look for related work where emerging topics have also been 

detected but within a different research time range and field. The most similar work 

that we found is that of Jo et al. (2007) in SIGKDD. Their approach is based on the 

intuition that documents related to a topic should be more cohesively connected in the 

citation graph than a random selection of documents. They used the Citeseer data 

which contains 716,771 papers, with 1,740,326 citations. This amounts to 2.43 

citations per paper. For each paper, we use the combined title and abstract for 

documentation. The number of bigrams in the corpus after pruning out the 

low-frequency bigrams and 35 stop words is 631,839. The majority of papers are from 

the years 1994 to 2004.  

 Besides the research approach, the database and the time range of the dataset are 

different from those used this study, but if we use the same time range to examine the 

research results, this approach can predict with precision the correct proposed 
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emerging time of each topic. Their work contains both conference papers and journal 

papers. In order to map their work we selected topics which they claimed to have 

emerged from their study. These topics are image retrieval, sensor network, semantic 

web, support vector. The indices are then applied to find out the potential developed 

year and the published volume in each year for these topics in the ACM digital library. 

The NI and PVI of each topic proposed by their work are computed afterwards. A 

comparison of the results is discussed below. 

1. Sensor networks 

 The topic sensor network is one of the most common emergent topics in their 

work. The emerging time falls in the year 2004. The topic evolution of sensor 

networks over time. The original published conference and journal volumes. The year 

of the conference detection point is 2004. This is the same as in Jo et al. (2007) where 

the year of journal detection point is 2006.  

2. Semantic web 

 The topic of “semantic web”, which emerged in the year 2004, is another 

common emergent topic that was discussed in their work. The evolution of the topic 

semantic web is over time. The original published volume of conferences and journal. 

The year for the conference detection point is 2004 which is the same as in Jo et al. 
(2007) and the year for the journal detection point is 2007.  

3. Support vector 

 The topic “support vector” is another topic that emerged in the year 2004. 

However, they claimed that the topic support vector is not as obvious as for the 

previous two topics. The curve obtained is not as inclined as for the previous two 

topics, sensor network and semantic web. The evolution of the topic of support vector 

is over time. In this current research, the conference detection point is in 2004 which 

is the same as in Jo et al. (2007) and the journal detection point is in 2005. All of 

these four topics which are considered by Jo et al. (2007) as emerging topics in 2004, 

are detected correctly using the emerging topic detection indices.  

5.2 Comparing the experimental results with the expert survey results 

 Besides comparing the experimental results with those obtained from previous 

works as noted in the literature review, we also survey five experts who have 

investigated the topic of data mining. We ask them to give opinions, including yes, no 

and no opinion to reflect whether each topic is emerging during a given period of time. 
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These experts included two assistant professors, one associate professor and two full 

professors, three from the department of Management of Information Systems and 

two from Computer Science and Engineering. E1 means Expert 1, and Grade 

represents the votes which a topic receives.  

We give each topic a grade when one of the experts considers it to really be an 

emerging topic during the given period of period of time. We find that all topics all 

received more than 3 votes, which is more than half the number of experts’ opinions. 

The results for the topic “sensor network”, obviously emerging in 2004, are consistent. 

The topic “support vector” did not get more support because some of the experts were 

not sure whether support vector referred to the support vector machine or not. This is 

a limitation because of the meaning of the term. We only can extract terms from 

previous work and can not exactly make sure of their meanings. 

6. Applications and implications 

 The NI helps researchers to exam research topics from the view point of novelty 

and aging theory. The novelty and aging concepts should be considered while we 

discuss the emerging topic detection not only the hot topic detection. Emergency 

implies new and urgent. 

 The PVI differs from past simple frequency lines such as in the work of Jo et al. 

(2007) which only can tell how much the frequency is in each year. The PVI however, 

adopts the concepts of accumulated relative frequency for each year based on the 

volume of different PDYs. One can tell which topic is an emerging topic by the rising 

curve and which is a mature topic by the falling curve.  

 The combination of the NI and PVI can draw the detection point and the VDP 

since the DP means the DP present the NI and PVI are both at the highest value. The 

DP is possessed with the characteristics of being both novel and hot iso matches the 

expectation of emerging topics. The most important finding is the development of a 

method and indices which helps researchers to construct their own field topic 

detection tables and examine new topics in their own field.   

 The database used in this study includes various journals and conferences related 

to computer science from the ACM database of publications of journals and 

transactions, and conference proceedings. There were 689 journal papers and 5154 

conference papers published in 2007. Conferences account for 1791 research topics, 

and journals for 311 topics. The intersection is 89 research topics. From the research 

topics intersection ratio, the ratio of conferences is almost 5% and the journal ratio is 
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nearly 29%. Thus, there is more convergence in the topics discussed in journals and 

more divergent in conferences.  

 We demonstrate the development of emerging topic detection indices. The YCDP 

and YJDP can determine the lead relationship. The first DP in the curve, regardless of 

for the CDP or JDP, indicates the maximal value of the NI and PVI. Consequently, we 

suggest that the first DP is a leading position. The YDP can help to determine which 

type of paper is in the lead position. This study also proves that the first publication 

time is not the critical factor when determining the YDP. The NI and PVI affect the 

DP directly. In total, 87.64% of research topics represent that conference topics lead 

the development of journals. We use different research methods and different 

databases than in previous works which only focus on the leading relationship to 

generate a similar lead relationship results. The experimental results verify the 

accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed indices. 

 This study uses the NI and PVI to develop the emerging topic detection indices. 

The concepts of terms, topics, and candidate research topics are used to investigate 

topics, and we also discuss the CNI and CPVI for conferences and the JNI and JPVI 

for journals. The DP is produced even though the CDP or JDP creates the YDP and 

VDP to represent the year and the value when the topic emerges. The YCDP and 

YJDP can be used to determine which type of papers stand in the leading position. 

The VDP can be used to determine whether to investigate a topic further. Based on the 

NI and PVI, one can show that when the published volume for the present year is 

large, the curve will rise, indicating the DP in an early stage of its lifecycle, and 

decline to make the DP delay. Based on the NI and PVI and the properties of the DP, 

the emerging topic detection indices can help to determine whether a research topic is 

worth further investigation. A high VDP indicates that topic novelty is sufficiently 

high for further research. 

 Finally, the emerging topic detection indexes detect the DP and obtain the YDP 

and VDP. By comparing conferences and journals, one can determine which reaches 

the threshold first. However, if a topic has never been important, the topic DP is 

useless. The emerging topic detection table can be used to examine whether a topic 

warrants further research. Each topic has its own value; therefore, the value of 

researching a topic indicates that the topic has not reached the highest point in its 

lifecycle. When a topic is hot and mature, its potential worthy for further research will 

decrease in the future. The VDP is the basis of the detection table.  

 Even when the published volume is low, the PVI will be high since it compares 

to itself the total number that can decide the PVI. A high VDP represents a large 
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development space for additional effort. Hence, a high VDP indicates that a topic 

warrants further investigation. Consequently, when one does not know whether a 

topic is important or worthy, one can compute its VDP and then compare this value 

with that in the emerging topic detection table. If the VDP is lower than the baseline, 

the topic is mature or worthless. Comparatively, if a topic’s lifecycle is never higher 

than the VDP for the same year in the detection table, it has never garnered popular 

attention; thus, the topic is worthless. 

 The indices for research topics in this work can also be applied in bibliometics 

and patent analysis as in previously related works on tech mining. This can be used by 

business researchers, organizations or governments. For example, in publishing, 

novelty is a very important. The indices can help the publisher to know whether a 

series of reports related to some issue will increase or decrease. Are the customers 

getting tired of the same issue? The indices can help for stock price prediction by the 

financial analyst, to know which area of the market is over hot and where more 

investment is possible. Organizations and governments can use the indices to 

determine and realize novelty and the number of the inbound competitors in their 

enterprise. Governments also can use the indices to observe the development of social 

phenomenon such as economics and to make sure that they balance supply and 

requirements in their policies. 

7. Concluding remarks 

 This study addresses the inadequacy of topic detection and tracking to develop a 

set of novel indices for emerging topic detection. The novelty concept is used in 

combination with aging theory to develop the novelty index (NI). The published 

volume index (PVI) is an improvement over traditional frequency methods to reflect 

the growth of a discussion topic. The DP and YDP help determine the relationship 

between conference topics and journal topics and how long they lead ahead. The VDP 

is created to construct the detection table to determine whether a topic warrants 

further research. The NI and PVI can be applied to other fields to determine new 

trends, for example, the news or stock price predictions.  

The indices also have some limitations based on the units of the data sets which 

we can collect. For example, the dates of research papers are based on the year instead 

of months, and the DPs at year 2022.1 and year 2002.9 will be the same given these 

indices. 

 The major objective of this study is to detect what are emerging topics in order to 

provide research intelligence for academic papers. The value of candidate emerging 
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topics can thus be checked to validate whether these topics are prospective ones or 

have already been adequately researched. In addition, in order to downsize the huge 

database, the results of the relationship between conferences and journals will be 

applied in our investigation of whether the emerging topics proposed by influential 

authors at conferences and the conference itself will appear in journals in the future. 

Future work will extend the NI and PVI with more diversified experiments. The 

set of novelty indices can be improved using other areas of training and testing 

models. A more complicated detection table can be generated. The limitations of this 

study are as follows: 

 This study focuses on information and systems of computer science; thus, the 

leading relationship between conferences and journals would differ from those of 

other disciplines.  

 TextAnalyst was utilized to analyze words used in study titles. Therefore, 

selected features are restricted to the word dictionary in the TextAnalyst software. 

Namely, words that appear repeatedly in a corpus, but are not included in the 

dictionary are not located due to software limitations. 

 The year of the potential development of topics is based on the ACM datasets; 

thus, this study only observed published volume and development years in the 

ACM digital library. 
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Systems, The American Accounting Association (AAA) Annual Meeting, 

Chicago, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

12. Seng, Jia-Lang (2007), A Generic Transformation between XML and UML, The 

American Accounting Association (AAA) Annual Meeting, Chicago, USA. (國科

會補助出席國際會議)  

13. Seng, Jia-Lang (2007), A Generic Construct based Workload Model for Business 

Intelligence, The 38th Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, Phoenix, 

Arizona, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

14. Seng, Jia-Lang (2006), A Relational And Integral Design Of Cost Accounting 

Information Systems, The 8th Annual AIS Educator Conference, Estes Park, 

Colorado USA. (Best Paper Nomination) (國科會補助出席國際會議) 

15. Seng, Jia-Lang (2006), A Selection Model For Business Data Mining 

Applications, The 37th Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, San 

Antonio, Texas USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

16. Seng, Jia-Lang (2006), An Integral Data Design Of Accounting Information 

Systems, The American Accounting Association (AAA) International Meeting, 

Emerging Learning Forum, Washington, D.C., USA. (國科會補助出席國際會

議)  

17. Seng, Jia-Lang (2005), A Metadata OLAP Exchange, The 11th Americas 

Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS), Omaha, Nebraska USA. (國科會
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補助出席國際會議)  

18. Seng, Jia-Lang (2005), A More Generic Construct-Based Data Exchange In Data 

Warehousing, The 36th Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, San 

Francisco, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

19. Seng, Jia-Lang (2004), Toward A Generic Transformation Between B2Bi 

Standards XML And UML, The 10th Americas Conference on Information 

Systems (AMCIS), New York, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

20. Seng, Jia-Lang (2004), Toward Generic Construct-Based Data Exchange In XML 

And UML, The 10th Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS), 

New York, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

21. Seng, Jia-Lang (2003), A Schema Transformation Between UML And XML, The 

34th Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, Washington, D. C. USA. 

(國科會補助出席國際會議)  

22. Seng, Jia-Lang (2003), A Collaborative Commerce Process Analysis On Global 

Logistics, The 34th Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, 

Washington, D. C. USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

23. Seng, Jia-Lang, Lin, Wang, (2002), A Comparative Study Of Standard WEB-DB 

Server Benchmarks, The 31st Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, 

Orlando, Florida USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

24. Seng, Jia-Lang, Lin, and Wang (2002), A Comparative Study Of DB Benchmark 

In Internet Commerce, The 35th Hawaii International Conference on Systems 

Science (HICSS), Hawaii, USA. (Best Paper Nomination) (國科會補助出席國際

會議) 

25. Seng, Jia-Lang, Lin and Wang (2001), An Analytic Study In Electronic 

Commerce Benchmarks Of TPC-W And Web EC, The 32nd Decision Science 

Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, San Francisco, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會

議)  

26. Seng, Jia-Lang, Wu, and Lin (2001), A Comparative Study Of DSS/DW DB 

Benchmarks, The 32nd Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, San 

Francisco, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

27. Seng, Jia-Lang, (2001), A Schema Transformation Between UML And XML, The 

Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting 2001, USA. (國科會補助出席

國際會議)  

28. Seng, Jia-Lang, (2001), A Web-based DW Planning- A Large Scale Project 

Management Information Systems in Taiwan, Global Perspective of Information 

Technology Management, IRMA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

29. Seng, Jia-Lang, (2001), A Representation of Distributed Database Benchmark 

Workload Model, Information Systems Evaluation Management, IRMA. (國科會
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補助出席國際會議)  

30. Seng, Jia-Lang, Lin and Wang (2001), An Analytic Study In Electronic 

Commerce Benchmarks Of TPC-W And Web EC, The 32nd Decision Science 

Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, San Francisco, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會

議)  

31. Seng, Jia-Lang and Lin (2000), Exploring OPEN GL Image Benchmark Tools, 

The 31st Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting, Orlando, USA. (國科

會補助出席國際會議)  

32. Seng, Jia-Lang and Tong, (2000), A Comparative Study of Standard Web-DB 

Server Benchmarks, The Decision Science Institute (DSI) Annual Meeting. (國科

會補助出席國際會議)  

33. Seng, Jia-Lang and Tsai (1999), A Structured Transformation Approach To 

Legacy Information Systems, The 32nd Hawaii International Conference on 

Systems Sciences (HICSS), Hawaii, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

34. Seng, Jia-Lang (1998), Comparing Object-Oriented Database Systems 

Benchmarks, The 31st Hawaii International Conference on Systems Sciences 

(HICSS), Hawaii, USA. (Best Paper Nomination) (國科會補助出席國際會議) 

35. Seng, Jia-Lang (1997), Exploring The Interaction Between Business Process 

Reengineering And Activity-Based Costing, The International Conference on 

Decision Science Institute (IDSI), Sydney Australia. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

36. Seng, Jia-Lang (1996), Using Structured Requirements Techniques To Model DB 

Benchmark Workload, The 2nd Annual Americans Conference on Information 

Systems (AMCIS), Phoenix, Arizona, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

37. Seng, Jia-Lang (1996), Comparing Object Oriented Information Systems 

Analysis Methods, The Asia Pacific Decision Science Institute Conference 

(APDSI), Hong Kong. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

38. Seng, Jia-Lang (1996), Client-Server Multimedia Database Systems 

Development, The 2nd Annual Americans Conference on Information Systems 

(AMCIS), Phoenix, Arizona, USA. (國科會補助出席國際會議)  

 

III. Books 
1. Intellectual Capital Management, Intellectual Capital Research Center, Best Wise 

Co., Taipei, Taiwan, 2006. 

2. Requirements-driven Database Benchmark Method, Library of Congress, 

Washington, D.C., USA, 2003. 

3. Structured Requirements Analysis Methodology with Object Extension, Best Wise 

Co., Taipei, Taiwan, 2002. 

4. Database Management and Systems-Theory and Practice, Best Wise Co., Taipei, 
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Taiwan, 2002. 

5. Systems Analysis and Design, National Open University Press, Taipei, Taiwan, 

2001. 

6. Accounting Information Systems, National Open University Press, Taipei, Taiwan, 

1999. 

7. Case Studies in Service Sector, Best Wise Co., Taipei, Taiwan, 1998. 

 

IV. Patents 
Requirements-driven Database Benchmark Software, US Patent and Trademark 

Office, pending, 2011. 
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國科會補助專題研究計畫項下赴國外(或大陸地區)出差或研習心得報告 
                                    日期： 101 年 3 月 26 日 

一、 國外(大陸)研究過程 

本人於 101/3/9~19 期間前往北京大學及復旦大學等高校進行移地研究。

3/9~15 在北京與 3/16~18 在上海，各高校先進們對於本研究理論及成果給予非

常有見解的指教與建議，彼此交流合作、交換意見。 

二、 研究成果 

偵測新興研究議題對於學者專家而言是一個相當重要的議題，學者專家如

何以有限時間和資源進行辨識和尋找同一和不同領域中新興研究議題，其重要

性比投入已經成熟研究議題進行研發，相對而言將帶來較大貢獻度和影響力。

這項研究範圍包括探討應用文字探勘、資訊檢索與資訊搜尋，試驗性的研究進

行調查學術論文中的關聯性與預測性，利用資訊檢索方法可得知已發表論文在

資料庫中論文主題之間的相關性係。 

實驗設計上使用 ACM Digital Library、IEEE Computer Society、Science 

Direct Onsite 與 ProQuest 等大型資料庫進行研究實驗，針對主題的標題、摘要、

關鍵字和全文進行主要文字探勘與資訊檢索。假設研究資料標題所使用的字詞

與資料內容具有相關性，則文件標題強烈代表文件內容。因此，若文件標題不

計畫編號 NSC 99 － 2410 － H － 004 － 107 － MY2 

計畫名稱 開發學術智慧、指標、影響力之模型與技術 − 以資訊檢索為例 

出國人員

姓名 
諶家蘭 

服務機構

及職稱 
政治大學會計系教授 

出國時間 
101 年 3 月 9 日至 
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出國地點 北京、上海等 
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符合內容或包含的字詞無法完整描述文件的精華，則研究結果將是損毀無用

的。因此，四種描述說明研究論文的新趨勢，其基準如下： 

(1) 標題：論文標題是全文的濃縮描述，必需在有限的字詞中補捉文章的

本質。 

(2) 摘要：摘要比標題更能明確說明研究論文的內容，可以在短時間內掌

握其內容，但比標題多出 10 倍的字詞。 

(3) 關鍵字：在特定領域的花了長時間的研究形成共識，使特定的概念轉

化為一種關鍵字。因此，研究論文中的關鍵字是表現高密度知識的

理解，比標題更能精確的表達文章中的概念。但是，由於關鍵字是

已達成的共識概念而形成的相關字詞，所以很少能確定新的趨勢。 

(4) 全文：全文包含研究使用的主題及概念，內容的完整性遠超過標題、

摘要與關鍵字所表達的資訊，因此每一個字詞能表達的概念程度提

高加深。 

本研究應用老化理論概念發展新式索引，時間因素影響主題發展與主題刊

物的出現，使用已發表的出版刊物、被引用次數和貝式估計法計算作者和刊物

領域的影響力。貝式估計法可以提高以前知識（已發佈卷）和當前資料（被引

用次數）估計每位作者、刊物的影響值（相對加權），進而檢定是否能成為新

興議題。此一成果可應用於商管會計領域，包括 Management Fraud Detection、

Firm Performance、XBRL Search、Mutual Funds Performance and Flow 

Relationship、Readability、Disclosure Quality，可減輕龐大文字資料庫檢測樣式

(Patterns)與發掘新興議題(Emerging Topics)時所花費的成本與時間，並提高準



 3

確性，各高校學者對於本研究理論及成果給予指教與建議以及肯定。 

三、 建議 

感謝國科會支持，本人方能進行研究與訪問，希望國科會繼續給予教師與

研究人員在學術研究上的支持與幫助，提升我國學術理論與實務應用對於社會

的貢獻。 

四、其他 
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國科會補助專題研究計畫項下赴國外(或大陸地區)出差或研習心得報告 
                                    日期： 101 年 3 月 26 日 

一、 國外(大陸)研究過程 

本人於 101/3/9~19 期間前往北京大學及復旦大學等高校進行移地研究。

3/9~15 在北京與 3/16~18 在上海，各高校先進們對於本研究理論及成果給予非

常有見解的指教與建議，彼此交流合作、交換意見。 

二、 研究成果 

偵測新興研究議題對於學者專家而言是一個相當重要的議題，學者專家如

何以有限時間和資源進行辨識和尋找同一和不同領域中新興研究議題，其重要

性比投入已經成熟研究議題進行研發，相對而言將帶來較大貢獻度和影響力。

這項研究範圍包括探討應用文字探勘、資訊檢索與資訊搜尋，試驗性的研究進

行調查學術論文中的關聯性與預測性，利用資訊檢索方法可得知已發表論文在

資料庫中論文主題之間的相關性係。 

實驗設計上使用 ACM Digital Library、IEEE Computer Society、Science 

Direct Onsite 與 ProQuest 等大型資料庫進行研究實驗，針對主題的標題、摘要、

關鍵字和全文進行主要文字探勘與資訊檢索。假設研究資料標題所使用的字詞

與資料內容具有相關性，則文件標題強烈代表文件內容。因此，若文件標題不
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符合內容或包含的字詞無法完整描述文件的精華，則研究結果將是損毀無用

的。因此，四種描述說明研究論文的新趨勢，其基準如下： 

(1) 標題：論文標題是全文的濃縮描述，必需在有限的字詞中補捉文章的

本質。 

(2) 摘要：摘要比標題更能明確說明研究論文的內容，可以在短時間內掌

握其內容，但比標題多出 10 倍的字詞。 

(3) 關鍵字：在特定領域的花了長時間的研究形成共識，使特定的概念轉

化為一種關鍵字。因此，研究論文中的關鍵字是表現高密度知識的

理解，比標題更能精確的表達文章中的概念。但是，由於關鍵字是

已達成的共識概念而形成的相關字詞，所以很少能確定新的趨勢。 

(4) 全文：全文包含研究使用的主題及概念，內容的完整性遠超過標題、

摘要與關鍵字所表達的資訊，因此每一個字詞能表達的概念程度提

高加深。 

本研究應用老化理論概念發展新式索引，時間因素影響主題發展與主題刊

物的出現，使用已發表的出版刊物、被引用次數和貝式估計法計算作者和刊物

領域的影響力。貝式估計法可以提高以前知識（已發佈卷）和當前資料（被引

用次數）估計每位作者、刊物的影響值（相對加權），進而檢定是否能成為新

興議題。此一成果可應用於商管會計領域，包括 Management Fraud Detection、

Firm Performance、XBRL Search、Mutual Funds Performance and Flow 

Relationship、Readability、Disclosure Quality，可減輕龐大文字資料庫檢測樣式

(Patterns)與發掘新興議題(Emerging Topics)時所花費的成本與時間，並提高準
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確性，各高校學者對於本研究理論及成果給予指教與建議以及肯定。 

三、 建議 

感謝國科會支持，本人方能進行研究與訪問，希望國科會繼續給予教師與

研究人員在學術研究上的支持與幫助，提升我國學術理論與實務應用對於社會

的貢獻。 

四、其他 
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國科會補助專題研究計畫項下赴國外出差或研習心得報告 

                                     日期：99年 12月 30日 

                        

一、參加會議經過 

香港科大是亞洲首屈一指的科技與商管教研機構，結合世界頂尖研究學者，屢獲全球教學、

研究殊榮、以及國家最先進計畫資源等，提供最先進的見解和國際視野。香港科大會計與資訊研

討會在會計界中為重要的學術研討會，2010 香港科大會計與資訊研究研討會邀請各領域中的會計

與資訊研究學者參加對於會計議題的討論與發表論文。 

本次會議為期三天（12/16 ~ 12/18），16 號晚上舉行會前會議，提供與會者一個互動交流的

機會。17~18號二天為正式大會。會議程主要包括開幕式、專題演講、分組報告與討論、座談等，

大會與其它座談會議程摘錄如表 1。 

專題演講「Challenges and Opportunities in Disclosure Research」主講者 Philip Berger 

P.D.的研究大量的發表在會計與財務期刊，曾獲得多項的研究獎，研究領域主要在財務報告和企

業融資，包括 (1) the valuation consequences of diversification strategies; (2) the use 

of financial statement data to value real options; (3) the impact of managerial 

entrenchment on corporate finance and financial reporting decisions; (4) the effect of 

improved financial statement disclosure on capital markets; (5) the motives for choosing 

opaque versus transparent financial reporting practices and (6) factors influencing R&D 

investment and financing decisions including the use of off-balance-sheet financing. 

 

二、與會心得 
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題目 

(中文) 
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參加本次為期三天的會議，受益良多，各與會專家、學者對會計與資訊議題的精采討論與見

解，使本人在會計與資訊議題上的學術研究與發展有更廣的視野與學習，並透過參與會議，可以

與更多優秀學者進行學術交流與研究合作，是發掘重要研究議題、瞭解國際學術脈動、與拓展研

究合作團隊的最佳機會與管道。 

三、考察參觀活動(無是項活動者略) 

無 

四、建議 

中國大陸在科技與財經上有長期的進步並與國際接軌。感謝國科會支持使得本人能夠進行研究與

參與研討會和訪問，希望國科會能繼續給予老師在學術研究上的大力支持。 

五、攜回資料名稱及內容 

會議論文集 

六、其他 
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國科會補助專題研究計畫項下赴國外出差或研習心得報告 

                                     日期：100 年 8 月 16 日 

一、參加會議經過 

美國會計學會為目前全球最大的會計組織協會，長期致力於提供學術界與實務界一個重要的

交流平台，每年都在全美不同城市固定舉辦年度研討會，具有學術指標地位，以使學者得以瞭解

目前國際所熱衷之會計議題及互相交流研究心得。 

今年的美國會計年會於 100 年 8 月 5 日至 8月 10 日在美國丹佛舉行， 8/5~8/7 三天為 CPE 課
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ABSTRACT 
 

Because of the support of Enterprise Resource Planning system, business groups 

speed up their financial reporting preparation. Leaving aside the system cost of 

training, implemention, maintenance and update, its financial information still 

requires multiple inputs and distributions currently, and needs to repeatedly check 

their validity. These steps still remain at manual labor. XBRL (eXtensible Business 

Reporting Language) helps business to break the form of traditional financial 

reporting. It has machine-readable label tags, and it can reduce lots of traditional 

manual process. Financial Reporting Taxonomies (hereinafter referred to as XBRL FR) 

now are used to express the information of the total amount in financial statements. 

Because processed numbers can not revert to the original data, accounting principles 

adopted by nations around the world cannot switch amid different principles. 

Therefore consolidations of financial information still cost multinationals a lot of 

resources. 

In this study, based on analysis and comparison of International Accounting 

Standards Board, Taiwan, China and the United States official XBRL FR, we 

established a new XBRL FR, called NCCU XBRL FR, which is used to collect 

general commercial and industrial financial information (including only current assets 

and current liabilities). Then, we use mapping tags technology to design some logic 

rule database, which has four built-in XBRL Calculation Linkbases corresponding to 

four XBRL FRs. The logic rule database can automatically convert NCCU XBRL FR 

to four XBRL FRs. Ultimately, the original four XBRL FR Calculation Linkbases can 

compute individual financial statements before preparation of consolidated 

information. In this study, we proposed a method of multinational accounting standard 

discussion and XBRL FR mapping. We designed the questionnaire and conduct 

in-depth interviews to the experts of Big 4 audit firms. Then we found that there are 

differences in subjective judgments of multinational accounting standard. In the future, 

there will be a long way to go if we have the goal of common global financial 

reporting. 

 

Keywords: XBRL, Financial Reporting Taxonomy, Calculation Linkbase, 
Accounting Standards Conversion, Consolidated Financial Reporting 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research Background 

The surge for globalization has never relented among large group companies. No 

matter vertical integration of upstream and downstream industries, or organization 

restructuring or horizontal integration for the consumer market, group companies are 

geared for business expansion and prepared for the global marketing. At this time, the 

focal attention for every business company is on how fast and accurate the financial 

information can be collected and compiled.  

However, the preparation of corporate financial information is still very much 

relied on the manual processes. For small companies with simple transaction 

structures, the manual preparation might not be too much of a problem, but for large 

group companies, even after months of accounts processing, the numbers in the 

financial reports are sometimes still not ready for disclosure. Certainly, some group 

companies have already adopted the enterprise resource planning system (referred to 

as ERP), and their internal operations have been largely automated, but the ERP 

system is realized with considerable costs, including installation, staff training, 

regular maintenance, and updating costs. While small- and medium-sized companies 

account for the bulk of business companies in Taiwan, many are run by their families 

with small capitalization. In addition, if two companies that have been trading for 

years decide to merge, both will face the internal problems of data exchange or data 

conversion. 

On the other hand, thanks to the rapid development of the Internet in recent years, 

the development of Extensible Markup Language (referred to as XML) and 

eXtensible Business Reporting Language (referred to as XBRL) has changed the 

traditional ways of transferring financial information and related reporting formats, 

and the new system also supports the traditional file formats (such as doc, xls, pdf, 

html, txt, xml, etc.) through the Internet. Using the XBRL technology, each account 

element1 has a specific identification marker (called the element tag), through which 

the computer software can identify individual account elements in a financial report. 

As a result, a financial report can be split up into multiple parts for meaningful 

processing. In addition, the XBRL taxonomy sets out what information shall be 

included in the report and the information logic in relation to each other. It enables the 

software programs to "read" the account elements and "understand" what they mean. 

To assist the preparation of corporate financial information, and effective 

integration of internal and external information, International XBRL Organization 

(called XBRL International) has developed a financial reporting taxonomy for XBRL 

                                                      
1 An XML element is usually used to describe the information or facts after account classification or 

taxonomy. In XBRL language, it is one of the subject accounts in the accounting, finance, and 
financial reports, such as “non-current assets“, “property“, “plant and equipment“, etc. 
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financial reporting (referred to as XBRL FR). 

 

1.2 Research Purpose 
According to the currently used Taiwan Securities and Exchange Act, public 

companies shall disclose their annual financial reports within four months after the 

fiscal year ended, and the semi-annual reports within two months after the half-year 

period ended, and the quarterly reports for the first quarter and third quarter within 

one month after the quarters ended. For disclosure of consolidated financial 

statements pursuant to related laws and regulations of our country, current statute 

requirements and applicable companies as summarized as in Figure 1 below: 

 

 

Figure 1: Applicable companies and statute requirements for disclosure of 

consolidated financial statements 2 
 

After a company adopted the XBRL, their accounts entries and transaction data 

are largely automated. The company is expected to save up to 30-60 percent of 

processing time and costs for preparing the financial statements and converting 

internal reports to different reporting formats for disclosure. For example, when a 

company uses XBRL format to prepare its internal management reports, financial 

information, or other statements and reports required by the Securities and Futures 

Commission (called the Securities Council), relevant information does not have to be 

re-entered in whole or in part, after changing over to the automated accounting 

process.  

This study will make use of the XBRL FR technology for establishing the 

                                                      
2 How to introduce "the Consolidated Financial Statements" announced in Bulletin No. 7 of the 

Financial Accounting Rules, Delta Electronics & PWC, and 
http://www.twse.com.tw/ch/about/press_room/doc/event_download_200502241542_09.pdf. 

Public listed 
companies 

Consolidated financial statements shall be disclosed 
annually. 

Over-the-counter (OTC) 
traded companies 

Since 2005, their half-year financial reports shall include 
consolidated financial statements (announced as per 
Jin-kuan-hui-cheng-zhih-0930154140 on December 16, .2004). 

Financial holding 
companies 

Annual and interim (including first, second and third quarters) shall be 
disclosed with consolidated financial statements (as per Article 11 of 
Financial Reporting Standards for Financial Holding Companies). 

Non-public 
companies 

The Ministry of Economic Affairs has not yet demanded 
private companies for mandatory disclosure of consolidated 
financial statements. 
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taxonomic methods for classifying company financial information, known as NCCU 

XBRL financial reporting taxonomy (referred to as NCCU XBRL FR). This set of 

taxonomy is used for collecting complete transaction data and details accounts of 

group companies; after that, experts and scholars are asked to sort out the collected 

data to establish corresponding rules for mapping the account elements. After the 

mapping rules are applied to NCCU XBRL FR, subject companies will be able to use 

automated process for preparation of their internal financial information. 

From the viewpoint of exchange of financial information, the current market has 

demanded the integration of XBRL standards and the International Financial 

Reporting Standards (referred to as IFRS), or at least complementing each other. At 

present, many countries have set up special research groups to study XBRL, hoping 

that by means of promoting XBRL and IFRS this can help achieve the goal of 

integration of financial statements globally. This study has assumed the task to sort 

out the differences among four sets of frequently used accounting principles in four 

residing countries. They are internationally recognized general accounting principles 

(referred to as IFRS), the accounting principles used in Taiwan (referred to as TW 

GAAP), the accounting principles used in mainland China (referred to as CN GAAP), 

and the accounting procedures used in the U.S. (referred to as US GAAP), as well as 

study of the latest version of XBRL FR used in the above four residing countries. It is 

expected that this study will have made contributions as listed below:  

 

1. Strengthening distributed data access and avoiding any loss of information in the 

integration process.3  

2. Enhancing speed and efficiency in the analysis of financial statements, so as to 

avoid repeated errors in manual input, and also to reduce the costs of report 

preparation. 

3. Improving the validity and availability of real-time corporate financial 

information of a company from the viewpoint of investors. 

4. Incorporating elements applicable to the latest IFRS, TW GAAP, CN GAAP, and 

US GAAP through the integration functions of XBRL FR, so as to realize the 

goal of establishing common-use financial statement formats for global 

companies. 

5. Realizing the standardization and integration of financial information for 

establishing commercial supply chains. 

 

1.3 Research Problem 
In preparing the corporate financial information with XBRL, no matter the 

collection or final presentation of financial and non-financial information, the basic 
                                                      
3 XBRL allows the same piece of financial information to be used for multiple internal reports, or to be 

reused again and again. 
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account elements are still the same, but the accounting classification and reporting 

formats are often not the same for different industries. The main reasons for such 

differences are due to the accounting methods, recorded account elements, accounting 

policy, exchange rates, transaction time, estimation methods, and accounting errors 

caused by subsidiaries at the time of invoice issuance, which are the main areas that 

need accounts reconciliation. Group companies often have complicated transactions 

due to related party transactions. As the standard accounting system usually cannot 

identify such transactions, and the transaction receipts are likely to be discarded or 

omitted altogether, these situations often cause considerable problems for the 

accountants and auditors. 

Also, companies often have their own charts and accounting classifications for 

internal uses, which are tailored to meet the needs of different industries. Many of 

these transactions produce considerable discrepancies in transaction identification, 

measurement and classification. This phenomenon becomes even more complicated 

for multinational companies, which involve different standards and different 

languages, causing considerable difficulties in making judgment for both internal 

management and outside creditors and investors when analyzing and comparing the 

financial information. Even more seriously, if a parent company has set up subsidiary 

operations in two or more countries, and all the subsidiaries need to disclose their 

financial statements to the local authorities in the residing countries, this could 

become a problem due to differences in accounting principles, reporting formats, 

accounting methods, accounting classification, currency exchange rates, etc. As a 

result, the financial reports of branch offices are very different between different 

residing countries. The problems currently faced by many multi-national companies 

are due to different accounting rules and accounting treatments. These problems can 

be classified into eight major categories:  

 

1. Inconsistency in accounting principles.  

2. Mapping problems for account elements.  

3. Different treatments and recording methods for internal write-offs.  

4. Changes in shareholding.  

5. Lack of flexibility in financial reporting framework for making 

adjustments in the preparation of financial statements.  

6. Exchange rate conversion.  

7. Difficulties in collection of disclosure footnote to the financial reports.  

8. Difficulties in auditing of corporate financial information.  

 

The development of XBRL for preparation of financial statements aims to 

introduce more flexibility into the financial reporting structure, but this study is 

mainly focused on the resolution of inconsistencies between different accounting 
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principles and the problems of accounts mapping. 

 

2. RESEARCH APPROACH 
2.1 Research Structure 

At present, the ERP systems used by each company are not the same, because 

various subsidiaries and indirect-related companies have to meet their local GAAP 

requirements in preparing the financial statements (referred to as F/S). when the 

parent company needs to prepare consolidated financial statements for the group of 

companies, subsidiaries and indirect-related companies (business entities that need to 

be included in the corporate financial information disclosure) have to submit their 

financial statements individually (rearranged and adjusted for inclusion in the 

financial statements of the parent company pursuant to the applicable accounting 

policies and GAAP of the parent company) for consolidation with the financial 

statements of the parent company. The accounting staff of the parent company will 

prepare the direct corporate accounts through consolidation and offsets, and will 

complete the consolidated financial statements for the parent company to be disclosed 

to relevant authorities. 

The procedures for preparation of consolidated financial statements are presented 

in Figure 2. We assume the parent company is located in Taiwan when preparing the 

corporate financial information, the parent company uses TW GAAP, its subsidiaries 

use CN GAAP, and its indirect-related companies use US GAAP. Normally, the 

consolidation process is done through various levels of manual accounting procedures, 

so minimal amounts of account handling are left for the computer. Here is the 

scenario we often encounter, the accountants to carry out the accounts auditing for its 

subsidiaries and indirect-related companies are hired by the same subsidiaries and 

indirect-related companies that are audited, while the accountants to make account 

adjustments for consolidated financial reports and prepare certification of 

consolidated financial reports are hired by the parent company. 
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Figure 2: Flow chart for preparation of traditional corporate financial information  

 

For the purpose of this study, we have referred to the Six Steps of Taxonomy 4 

announced by Official XBRL International Organization, the Five Steps of 

Taxonomy5 recommended by the Central Balance Sheet Data Office (CBSO) of the 

European Commission, 2.1 specification of XBRL, and the Schema requirements. The 
                                                      
4 The Six Steps for Creating Taxonomy as announced by XBRL II are listed in order as follows: source 

of financial facts, structure, data collection, data entry/import, and data modification (scrub) and 
export. 

5 The Five Steps of Taxonomy are listed in order as follows: (1) identification and selection of facts for 
inclusion in the financial statements (financial facts), (2) establishment of levels for inclusion of 
financial facts (hierarchy), (3) collection of information relating to the structure (structured 
information), (4) classification of standards for the technological innovation, which may become a 
supplementary tool, and (5) deciding whether or not to submit new taxonomy to Official XBRL 
organization for recognition and/or approval. Please refer to page 8 of Working Group III on IFRS 
Impact and CBSO Databases ─ Dresden, Oct. 29-30, 2009, 
http://www.bde.es/webbde/es/cenbal/colabora/wgiii/WGIII_xbrl_2009_F.pdf. 
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Six Steps for creating taxonomy announced by XBRL II are as follows: source of 

financial facts, framework, data collection, data entry/import), and modification 

(scrub) and data export. Our research over the integration of XBRL FR taxonomy is 

sub-divided into three parts: The research on the XBRL FR taxonomy is sub-divided 

into three parts: 

 

(1) NCCU XBRL FR taxonomy 
Our NCCU XBRL FR taxonomy is based on the following sources: the 

international IASB, Taiwan Stock Exchange (referred to as TWSE), Shanghai Stock 

Exchange (referred to as SSE) and the U.S. Federal Securities and Exchange 

Commission (referred to as SEC). The four sets of XBRL FR taxonomies announced 

by official XBRL organizations in four residing countries are denoted as IFRS XBRL 

FR, TW XBRL FR, CN XBRL FR and US XBRL FR. These taxonomies are 

applicable to the general commercial and industrial sectors. To analyze XBRL FR 

calculation links of each country, we break down the accounting information into the 

smallest account elements to meet XBRL FR requirements for each country, and we 

establish the taxonomy corresponding to the accounting requirements of various 

residing countries. The NCCU XBRL FR taxonomy can help companies standardize 

their internal accounts by listing out in detail corresponding standard accounts under 

different accounting systems, so as to solve the problems of account mapping. In 

addition, it can also increase flexibility in the application of such financial 

information.  

 

(2) Establishing calculation links for NCCU XBRL FR 
Using the previously established NCCU XBRL FR, in conjunction with 

"mapping tag" technology and "calculation links" for defining XBRL FR formats, and 

the taxonomies for financial statements in four residing countries (IFRS XBRL FR, 

TW XBRL FR, CN XBRL FR and US XBRL FR), we develop the necessary links 

between account elements among various accounting systems. As a result, the 

computer system automatically generates financial information and accounts 

statements consistent with the logic rules and accounting principles of each country. 

when the accounting procedures are automated, companies in the future only need to 

send several computer programmers and software engineers to their subsidiaries to 

regularly and individually update and maintain the NCCU XBRL FR accounting rules 

for each country, as the accounting rules are already stored in the calculation links. In 

this way, a lot of manpower and time can be saved for preparing the corporate 

accounts statements and financial information.  

 

(3) Rules computation for financial information of individual subsidiaries 
Using the information provided by calculation links for NCCU XBRL FR 
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accounting rules, we select applicable calculation links from the original IFRS XBRL 

FR, TW XBRL FR, CN XBRL FR and US XBRL FR taxonomies, and then we 

generate cross-border financial information and financial reports that can meet the 

accounting system requirements of each residing country. 

 

 
Figure 3: Research Structure 

 

As shown in Figure 3, through NCCU XBRL FR, we first collect financial 

information concerning the subject company and prepare all types of financial 

information (mainly financial information). Afterwards, we link to the NCCU XBRL 

FR calculation links, so that the financial information concerning the subject company 

can be automatically converted to other accounting formats to satisfy the accounting 

principles of residing countries. NCCU XBRL FR can facilitate the preparation of 

financial information for multinational companies.  
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Financial information 
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Financial Information 
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Figure 4: Research framework of NCCU XBRL FR for assisting the preparation of 

corporate financial information 

 

For further discussion, we collect the original transaction information from 

subject companies in different countries, and classify them according to NCCU XBRL 

FR taxonomy, and store them in dollar-amount database. Then, we send the classified 

information respectively to the calculation links for NCCU XBRL FR, the four sets of 

newly calculation links (mapping to A, B, C, and D), for automatic preparation of 

corporate financial information. 

 

1. Mapping A: means the calculation links for converting NCCU XBRL FR to 

IFRS XBRL FR, and sorting according to IFRS logic rules. 

2. Mapping B: means the calculation links for converting NCCU XBRL FR to TW 

XBRL FR, and sorting according to TW GAAP logic rules. 

3. Mapping C: means the calculation links for converting NCCU XBRL FR to CN 

XBRL FR, and sorting according to CN GAAP logic rules. 

4. Mapping D: means the calculation links for converting NCCU XBRL FR to US 

XBRL FR, and sorting according to US GAAP logic rules. 

 

 In the process of developing the taxonomy and calculation links, we have 

reviewed related literature, and discussed with experts from software companies, 

accountants, systems engineers and other experts, and held seminars and in-depth 
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interviews using questionnaires in order to analyze and understand the needs for 

computerization and XBRL FR. We have also explored the current problems 

challenging the subject company in the course of preparing the corporate financial 

information. 

 

2.2 Research Taxonomy 
Based on the definition of account elements in XBRL FR taxonomy (applicable 

to the general industry) respectively announced by IASB, TWSE, SSE, and SEC, the 

scope of our research only covers the account elements in the "current assets and 

current liabilities" of the balance sheet. IFRS taxonomy 2009 issued by IASB is 

shown in Figure 5: 

 
Figure 5: IFRS FR taxonomy chart 6 

 

The scope of our research is set to be the accounting rules defined in the 

taxonomy package in No. IAS1 folder, statement of financial position, consolidated 

financial report, assets and liabilities7 (current and non-current portions), and 

consolidated financial statements.  

 Currently, the TWSE in conjunction with the FSC has a XBRL promotion 

                                                      
6 Refer to “the Two Weapons for Global Financial Exchange - How to Integrate IFRS and XBRL,“ on 

page 86, issue no.291, October 2010 issue of Accounting Research, jointly written by Zheng 
Ding-wan, Zhou Ji-chuen, Zhou Bo-yan, and Liao Yu-hui. 

7 According to the provisions in paragraph 60 of revised IAS1, unless it is more reliable and relevant 
for presentation of all information in the running order, business entities shall separate the corporate 
assets and liabilities into current and non-current portions respectively, such as the current and 
non-current assets, and current and non-current liabilities. 
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program to promote the adoption of XBRL financial statements, and has arranged 

public hearing on December 25, 2008 to declare preliminary formulation of XBRL FR 

taxonomy for balance sheets (applicable to the general industry). Relevant taxonomy 

framework is shown in Figure 6: 

 

 
Figure 6: Open taxonomy for corporate financial reporting used by Taiwanese 

companies (General Industry) 8 

 

 The XBRL FR version currently posted on the website is the version discussed 

on the public hearing at December 25, 2008. TWSE has commissioned the XBRL 

research team of Cheng-chi University under the guidance of Professor Zhou Ji-qun 

(professor of accounting information in Taipei College of Business) to develop the 

taxonomy for corporate financial reporting, which is subsequent amended by his 

department assistants. As our research team has the opportunity to take part in this 

project, so the revised XBRL FR version of September 30, 2009 is for consolidated 

financial statements. 

For the mainland China, the XBRL FR taxonomy for financial disclosure and 

financial information reporting rules applicable to listed companies are formulated by 

SSE Working Group (xbrl.cn). The XBRL FR version for the general industry is 

clcid-ci. The XBRL FR taxonomy framework and package structure are shown in 

Figure 7 and 8: 

                                                      
8 Refer to page 37, http://www.sfi.org.tw/newsfi/download/edd_ftp/XBRL0923/XBRLpromotion-1.pdf 
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Figure 7: Open taxonomy (the general industry) for corporate financial report 

used by Chinese business companies9  

 

 

Figure 8: Open taxonomy package for corporate financial report 10  

                                                      
9 Refer to http://www.xbrl-cn.org/content.do?method=cnlist&id=203&pid=30. 
10 Refer to http://xbrl.cninfo.com.cn/XBRL/fabu-3.htm. 
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From Figures 7 and 8, the general industry taxonomy package needed for this 

study is cn-fr-ci-2008-12-31.xsd, and its extensions clcid-pt and clcid-ci. Most US 

companies adopt US GAAP Commercial and Industrial Taxonomy and the XBRL 

taxonomy package. The taxonomy frameworks are shown in Figures 9 and 10: 

 
Figure 9: Open taxonomy for corporate financial report used by US business 

companies11 

 

 
Figure 10: Framework of XBRL taxonomy package for US GAAP 12 

                                                      
11 Refer to page 5, http://www.ais.npic.edu.tw/anet/extTaxo_20070702.pdf. 
12 Refer to page 15, XBRL US GAAP Taxonomy Prepares Guide. 
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The taxonomy needed for this study is ci-stm-dis-all. According to 1.0 version of 

XBRL US GAAP Taxonomy, the taxonomy is given as follows: ind: industry entry 

points; ci: commercial and industrial; and ci-stm-dis-all. A list of XBRL FR versions 

for various residing countries is presented in Table 1: 

 

Table 1: List of XBRL FR version for various residing countries  

 formulating unit version label 

IFRS XBRL FR IASB ias_1_2009-04-01_role-210000 

TW XBRL FR TWSE tw-gaap-ci-2009-09-30-cr 

CN XBRL FR SSE cn-fr-ci-2008-12-31 

US XBRL FR SEC us-gaap-ci-stm-dis-all-2009-01-31 

 

3. PRELIMINARY INTEGRATION OF XBRL FR TAXONOMY 

3.1 Preparation of Procedure Chart for Taxonomy of the Accounting Rules Used 
in Various Residing Countries  

We first identify the financial facts that need to be presented, select them, and 

then analyze the XBRL FR calculation links for various residing countries. Later, we 

decompose the financial information into the smallest XBRL FR account elements for 

various residing countries. In this way, we establish the taxonomy corresponding to 

the accounting principles used in various residing countries. Once all subsidiaries in 

the group company can provide accurate dollar amounts in the trial balance and 

spreadsheets and fulfill the NCCU XBRL FR requirements, all internal accounts of 

subsidiaries can be standardized for consolidated corporate financial reporting. 

 

(1) Preliminary discussion over the differences in taxonomy following the 
accounting principles of International circles, Taiwan, China, and the United 
States 

With the implementation of XBRL, the taxonomies under different accounting 

systems (Teixeira, 2005) are to be combined. Only if the differences in accounting 

principles and taxonomic methods can be eliminated, the accounting subjects of 

various residing countries can then be used and compared on the same platform that 

means the XBRL report would produce errors if there were differences in the 

accounting principles and taxonomic methods. In this study, we have separated the 

XBRL FR taxonomy differences into two categories: accounting principles and 

wording formats. The discussion topics are given as follows:   

 

(a) Degree of similarity in taxonomy among various residing countries for 
discussions over the differences in accounting principles and wording 
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For TW XBRL FR, the presentation of financial assets in the balance sheet are 

divided into six categories: purpose of transaction, changes in fair market valuation to 

be included in profit and loss calculation, held for sale, held to maturity, financial 

assets include hedging derivatives and cost-based accounting items; for CN XBRL FR, 

only transactional financial assets are included in the financial assets. Hence, except 

for the purposes of transactions and changes in fair market valuation of which 

relevant accounting items are require to be included in the profit and loss accounts, 

other items are classified under “other current assets.” Such accounting practice will 

lead to a situation that the contents of “other current assets” presented with TW XBRL 

FR and CN XBRL FR cannot correspond with each other. The generally accepted 

accounting principles applicable to all residing countries are listed as in Table 2: 

 

Table 2: Range of generally accepted accounting principles applicable to all 

residing countries 13 

Enactor Generally accepted accounting principles 

Internationally 

accepted rules 

(international 

circles) 

IASC14: IAS No. 1-41. 

IASB15: IFRS No. 1-9 and the latest release. 

Taiwan Commercial department: Business Accounting Law.  

Securities and Futures Bureau16: financial reporting guidelines 

for issuing companies, and attached tables.  

FASB17: rules no. 1- 41 and the latest release on the financial 

accounting principles.  

                                                      
13 refer to page 22, http://www.ais.npic.edu.tw/xbrl/primer/XBRL% 20primer_20070907.pdf; 
14 International Accounting principles (IAS) of International Accounting principles Committee (IASC) 

for 1973 jointly developed by members from Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Mexico, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, Ireland, the United States and other countries. 

15 IASC reorganized to become IASB in 2001, and the international accounting principles formulated 
thereafter are renamed International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), till now. 

16 Securities and Futures Bureau of the Financial Supervisory Commission under the Executive Yuan, 
formerly known as the Securities and Futures Commission of the Ministry of Finance. 

17 Financial accounting committee established in 1981 by the accounting societies of Taiwan Province, 
Taipei City and Kaohsiung City, engaged in the development of financial accounting principles and 
amendments. Later in 1984 it established the Foundation for Accounting Research and Development, 
in which the former Financial Accounting Commission is set up. 
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The U. S. CAP18: ARB No. 1-51. 

APB19: Opinion No. 1-31. 

FASB20: SFAS No. 1-168 and the latest release. 

China Department of Finance: Chinese Accounting principles21.  

Department of Finance: accounting law and rules for corporate 

financial accounting reports.  

 

In addition, accounting subjects in corporate financial statements are often 

expressed in the language of residing country, even though the calculation links can 

define XBRL tags in different languages, but other labels still need to be prepared by 

relevant personnel speaking the local language in the residing country. As a result, the 

label compilation by individual subsidiaries using their own language often leads to 

differences in financial information presentation and taxonomy, thus reducing its 

informativeness and comparability in the corporate financial reports. 

 

(b) Differences in accounting formats under the taxonomy framework 
Subsidiaries of multinational companies have to submit their financial reports to 

local authorities in different residing countries for the purposes of financial reporting 

and taxation. If the requirements of XBRL FR taxonomy are all different among 

different countries, the subsidiaries will have to deal with multiple versions of 

taxonomy for different countries, which often lead to inconsistency and problems in 

financial reporting either for internal management or disclosure of financial 

information. A comparative chart of XBRL FR taxonomies currently used by various 

residing countries is given in Table 3: 

 

                                                      
18 Committee on Accounting Procedures (CAP) (1938-1959) is responsible for the release of 

Accounting Research Bulletins (ARB). 
19 Accounting Principles Board (APB) (1959-1973) is responsible for the release of accounting 

opinions. 
20 Financial Accounting principles Board (FASB) (1973-present) is responsible for the release of 

statements of financial accounting principles (SFAS), and statements of financial accounting 
concepts (SFAC). 

21 Accounting principles for companies (ASBE). Since China adopted "convergence model" in 2006 for 
integration with IFRS standards, their accounting principles are basically the same as IFRS. 
Nevertheless, the accounting rules are developed by China, such as the accounting principles set in 
January 1, 2007 for adoption by all Chinese companies, effective up till the present. 
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Table 3: Comparison of basic information of taxonomy versions used in various 

residing countries 22 

Comparison 
Framework 

IFRS taxonomy Taiwanese 
Taxonomy  

Chinese 
Taxonomy 

American 
Taxonomy 

XBRL version 
XBRL 2.1, 
XBRL 
Dimensions 1.0 

XBRL 2.1, 
XBRL 
Dimensions 1.0 

XBRL 2.1, 
XBRL 
Dimensions 1.0 

XBRL 2.1, 
XBRL 
Dimensions 1.0 

Information for 
public disclosure 

public type public type public type public type 

Quality assurance 
procedures and 
testing rules 
 

program 
development and 
testing to be 
carried out 
simultaneously; 
XBRL quality 
review team23  
to conduct 
internal review; 
public review 
using all 
available testing 
tools 

under planning; 
when discussing 
over the 
formulation of 
taxonomy, steps 
are taken to bring 
together all 
relevant 
personnel from 
regulatory 
agencies, 
accounting firms, 
and corporations 
for taxonomy 
review 

under planning; 
current practice 
is to allow the 
Working Group 
for "Electronic 
Standardization 
of Information 
Disclosure by 
Listed 
Companies" to 
call regular 
meetings to 
review the 
taxonomy 

over 200 tests 
and inspection 
for each newly 
added report and 
disclosure 

Whether the 
company is 
permitted to 
extend its 
taxonomy 

Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted 

Strategies for 
announcing IFRS 
taxonomy 

Plans for annual 
update. the 
integration of 
IFRS taxonomy 
for SMEs 
expected by the 
end of April 2010 

Calling of public 
hearing to amend 
the taxonomy for 
financial reports 
in different 
industries, and 
setting follow-up 
maintenance 
schedules 

XBRL taxonomy 
for developing 
countries are 
expected by June 
2010 

A set of 
taxonomy to be 
updated and 
published on 
January 31 of 
each year 

 
(2) Analysis of differences in taxonomies 

In this study, we have analyzed the latest XBRL FR for IFRS, TW GAAP, CN 

                                                      
22 Comparative framework for EDINET, IFRS, and US GAAP XBRL Taxonomies 0.05, and Public 

Working Draft issued March 31, 2009. Please refer to the Analysis of the Framework of IFRS 
Classification and Recommendations in Our Country written by Wu Cong-fan, website 
http://www.xbrl.org/TCF-PWD-2009-03-31.html. 

23 For more information on XBRL Quality Review Team (XQRT), refer to 
http://www.iasb.org/XBRL/XBRL.htm 
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GAAP and US GAAP that are applicable to the general business, and have picked out 

noticeable differences among four types of XBRL FR as discussed below: 

 

(a) Cash and cash equivalents 
For TW XBRL FR, "cash and cash equivalents" account element does not 

include the portion earmarked or restricted by law or contract, so this account element 

shall correspond to the restricted assets (belonging to part of current assets). For US 

XBRL FR, there is a special account element called "Restricted Cash and Cash 

Equivalents, Current." 

For CN XBRL FR, "money fund" account element shall include cash, bank 

deposits, other money funds, bank deposit guarantees, credit margins, guarantee 

deposits for foreign currency loans and investment loans. But for TW XBRL FR and 

US XBRL FR, "guarantee deposits" belong to "other current assets." But for IFRS 

XBRL FR, "cash and cash equivalents" do not make a distinction between "restricted 

cash and cash equivalents" and "guarantee deposits."  

  

(b) Securities 
For US XBRL FR, "securities for trading purpose" and "securities held for sale" 

account elements are respectively sub-divided into two types: bond investments and 

equity investments, and further divided into "restricted use" or "unrestricted use"; for 

TW XBRL FR, "assessed value adjustments" and "accumulated reduction and losses" 

are separated out from "securities." Hence, the differences in accounting treatment 

between the two residing countries may produce many account elements that are used 

for describing their accounting systems. However, "financial assets for trading" in CN 

XBRL FR, and "other current financial assets" in IFRS XBRL FR in concept can 

cover all necessary account elements mentioned above. 

 

(c)Accounts receivable and notes receivable  
For CN XBRL FR and IFRS XBRL FR, "accounts receivable" and "trade 

accounts receivable" and "other current receivables" are recorded in net amount, 

including "provision for bad debts" in related accounts; for US XBRL FR, "lease 

receivables" is also recorded in net amount, but for TW XBRL FR, this account 

element is recorded in total amount, with separate offset allowance in related accounts, 

so the accounting system sets up an independent account element called "allowance 

for bad debt - lease receivables." For TW XBRL FR, separately account elements are 

set up for "allowance for sales return and discounts" and "sales and management fees 

receivable" that is applicable to securities investment and trust industries. 

For US XBRL FR, the scope of "notes receivable" is broader, including some 
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"financial fees receivable." In addition, for TW XBRL FR, "income receivable" 

mainly corresponds to "interests receivable" and "dividends receivable" account 

elements, while other less important receivables will be grouped in "other accounts 

receivables - other" account element. 

 

(d)Related party transactions  
For TW XBRL FR, the taxonomy of related parties is made to the fine details; 

for US XBRL FR, such transactions are all classified as "due from related parties"; 

and for CN XBRL FR and IFRS XBRL FR, such transactions are included in 

"accounts receivable" and "notes receivable" account elements. 

 

(e)Other financial products 
According to US GAAP (US XBRL FR), "commodity contract asset" and 

"energy marketing contracts assets" account elements are derived from financial 

products, which correspond to "derivatives financial assets for hedging – current" in 

TW XBRL FR, "trading financial assets" in CN XBRL FR and " other current 

financial assets" in IFRS XBRL FR. 

"Deposits assets" in US XBRL FR corresponds to "other financial assets - 

current" in TW XBRL FR, "other current liabilities" in CN XBRL FR, and "other 

current financial assets" in IFRS XBRL FR.  

 

(f) Inventory 
For TW XBRL FR, related "inventory" account elements are completely defined 

for certain key industries; for US XBRL FR, inventory is divided into "raw materials" 

and "finished goods.” In addition, for both TW XBRL FR and US XBRL FR, 

"inventory for the construction industry" is set up as a separate account element. 

For US XBRL FR, "advances on inventory purchases" account element 

corresponds to "advance payment" account element in TW XBRL FR. For US XBRL 

FR, "inventory, LIFO reserve" account element is set up as provision for LIFO 

evaluation, but Taiwan, China and the international circles have already repealed the 

LIFO method, so these residing countries have no corresponding account elements. 

No matter US XBRL FR, CN XBRL FR, or IFRS XBRL FR, "inventory allowance 

for price reduction and market sluggishness" is treated as "inventory" account 

element. 

 

(g) Prepaid expenses and other advances 
For US XBRL FR, "advance tax payment" account element is not sub-divided 

into "advanced income tax", "business tax paid" and "excess business tax paid" as the 
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way it is done in TW XBRL FR; "salary advance", "captain’s working capital" and 

"advance payment for purchases" account elements in TW XBRL FR are all classified 

as” other advances" in US XBRL FR; for CN XBRL FR, it only has "advance 

payment" account element for all prepayments. IFRS XBRL FR treats prepaid items 

as "other current non-financial assets". 

 

(h)Deferred charges and other current assets 
For US XBRL FR, deferred costs related subjects are defined in more detail, but 

similar deferred costs are classified under "other current assets - Other" account 

element in TW XBRL FR; if the nature of the costs cannot be classified to the above 

subject, it will be categorized under "other current assets - Others ( cannot be 

classified to other accounts). For TW XBRL FR, "provisions for sale of stock and 

property”, “provisions for sale of accounts receivable" and "provisions for sale of 

other assets" in TW XBRL FR correspond to "non-current assets or disposal groups 

classified as held for sale" in IFRS XBRL FR; while "non-current assets (including 

discontinued operations) for disposal" and "long-term equity investment for disposal" 

corresponding to "non-current assets or disposal groups classified as held for 

distribution to owners" in IFRS XBRL FR. 

 

(i)Current liabilities 
Account elements like "commercial paper" and "bridge loan" in US XBRL FR 

correspond to "other short-term loans" in TW XBRL FR, "short-term loans" in CN 

XBRL FR, and "other current financial liabilities" in IFRS XBRL FR respectively. 

Also, "financial liabilities for trading purpose" is listed out independently in TW 

XBRL FR, which corresponds to "accrued liabilities, current" in US XBRL FR, 

"trading financial liabilities" in CN XBRL FR, and "other current financial liabilities" 

in IFRS XBRL FR respectively. 

"Trade and other current payables" in IFRS XBRL FR includes all notes payable, 

accounts payable, bonds payable and other types of payables. "Related tax liabilities" 

corresponds to "current tax liabilities" in IFRS XBRL FR. "Staff salaries and benefits" 

correspond to "workers’ salary payable" in CN XBRL FR and "current provisions for 

employee benefits" in IFRS XBRL FR. "Unearned income", "other pre-collection," 

"lease payable –current," "coupon payable (Department Stores)," and "accrued 

liabilities for product assurance," and others corresponding to "other short-term 

provisions" in IFRS XBRL FR, "advanced payment for goods sale," "advanced 

payment for house sale", "advanced payment for equity sale," and "Other 

pre-collections" in TW XBRL FR corresponds to "deferred revenue, current" in US 
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XBRL FR. "Liabilities directly related to non-current assets for sale" corresponds to 

"liabilities included in disposal groups classified as held for sale" in IFRS XBRL FR. 

US XBRL FR has many account elements that are classified as "other current 

liabilities - other" in TW XBRL FR; and TW XBRL FR also has a number of account 

elements that are all classified as "other liabilities, current" in US XBRL FR, such as 

"temporary payment" and "collection for others" and so on.  

TW XBRL FR allows flexibility in listing out "construction in progress" in net 

amount (advanced construction payment shall be greater than current liabilities for 

construction in progress), which is applicable to the construction industry, but it has 

no corresponding account elements in US XBRL FR and CN XBRL FR. IFRS XBRL 

FR classifies such payment under "other short-term provisions. Because CN XBRL 

FR does not have "deferred income tax liabilities – current," so such deferred 

liabilities are classified under "other current liabilities." 

 

3.2 Establishing Calculation links 
(1) Analysis of IFRS XBRL FR, TW XBRL FR, CN XBRL FR, and US XBRL FR 

The taxonomy of accounts under TW XBRL FR and US XBRL FR places more 

emphasis on the details, while the taxonomies under IFRS XBRL FR and CN XBRL 

FR is more generalized. This study is based on TW XBRL FR and US XBRL FL, 

while working with IFRS XBRL FR and CN XBRL FR, in order to build a large 

working chart for complete taxonomy of all accounts from each residing country. The 

taxonomy used for this study is given the name NCCU XBRL FR. To start out, the US 

XBRL FR includes nine levels 24, while TW XBRL FR has five levels, and CN XBRL 

FR and IFRS XBRL FR each has four levels. The mapping for the first layer is given 

in Table 4: 

 
Table 4: Comparison of subjects on the first layer of XBRL FR balance sheet 

Level 1_IFRS Level 1_TW Level 1_CN Level 1_US 

Assets Assets Assets Assets [Abstract] 

Equity and Liabilities  

Liabilities 
Liabilities and 

Owners Equity 

Liabilities and 

Stockholders' Equity 

[Abstract] 
Stockholders' Equity 

 
                                                      
24 Parent account elements can be extended to produce new levels as long as more details are needed 

for the accounting presentation. In US XBRL FR, taking consideration of the complete transaction 
process, the classification of "liabilities" structure includes several intermediate level computations 
and accounts that are unlikely to be used in the general business. for example: liabilities and 
stockholders' equity; liabilities; liabilities - current; debt - current ; long-term debt - current 
maturities; notes and loans payable - current ; notes payable - current; and convertible notes payable 
- current, for a total of nine levels. 
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Look at the above table, there is not much difference among the four different 

accounting systems, only that Taiwan treats "liabilities" and "equity" accounts 

separately. Going down to the second layer, the differences in mapping becomes more 

evident as shown in Table 5 below:  

 
Table 5: Comparison of account elements on the second layer of XBRL FR balance 

sheet 

Level 2_IFRS Level 2_TW Level 2_CN Level 2_US 

Current assets Current Assets Current Assets 
Assets, Current 

[Abstract] 

Non-current assets,  

Funds and Long-term 

Investments 

Non Current Assets 
Assets, Noncurrent 

[Abstract] 
Fixed Assets 

Intangible Assets 

Other Assets 

Total assets Total Assets Total Assets Assets, Total 

Liabilities 

Current Liabilities 

Liabilities Liabilities [Abstract] 

Long-term Liabilities 

Reserves 

Other Liabilities 

Total Liabilities 

None None None Commitments and 

Contingencies 

None None None Temporary Equity 

[Abstract] 

Equity 

Minority Interest 

Owners Equity 

Stockholders' Equity, 

Including Portion 

Attributable to 

Noncontrolling 

Interest [Abstract] 

Capital 

Stockholders' Equity, 

Number of Shares, 

Par Value and Other 

Disclosures 

[Abstract] 

Capital Surplus 

Retained Earnings 

Stockholders' 

Equities Adjustments 

Total Stockholders' 

Equities 
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None None None Partners' Capital 

[Abstract] 

Total equity and 

liabilities 

None 
Total Liabilities and 

Owners Equity 

Liabilities and 

Stockholders' Equity, 

Total 

 

On the second level, the main differences are attributed to Taiwan, where 

"non-current assets" are separated into "Investments and funds", "fixed assets", 

"intangible assets," and "other assets", while the United States has "temporary 

equity"25 and "partners' capital," all without their equivalents in the taxonomies of 

other residing countries. 

Also, for the note disclosure, Taiwan has "advanced stock payment (under the 

equity) under contract for number of issued shares" and "treasury shares held by 

parent and subsidiary companies" reflecting the number of shares involved (xbrli: 

sharesItemType), while the United States has "commitments and contingencies" 

represented in data string type (xbrl: stringItemType).  

Since XBRL is a tree-structure format, the main differences among various 

residing countries are concentrated beyond the third level, so all account elements 

from all levels are taken into our analysis, except for the abstract account elements 

and totaled items26, in the hope that all account elements can find their corresponding 

rules through computer mapping. 

 
(2) Establishing calculation links for corporate financial information 

As international companies must abide by XBRL taxonomy of the international 

XBRL organization in setting the names and types of account elements, so that all 

XBRL FR account elements are unified in naming. In this way, a standardized format 

can be designed to allow our research workers to fill in prescribed column space for 

each account element in the computation link library. In other words, this study can 

use the concept of "corresponding label" to enter every element of the corporate 

financial information into the computation link library for mapping. 

                                                      
25 "Temporary option" is not classified in the assets or liabilities according to US GAAP. Often it is 
because the issuance of shares is inconsistent with the federal law or inapplicable under state-level 
securities laws, so companies need to reclassify these shares as "temporary options", rather than 
permanent equity, as these shares may be returned or transferred out. 
26 Abstract account elements only appear in descriptive report format, with no dollar amounts in 
corresponding account; and the definitions for combined items are not the same in various residing 
countries, making it more difficult for the account analysis, so it has to be ruled out for the purpose of 
this study. 
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After placing the internal accounts of a subsidiary into selected computation link 

library which just completed NCCU XBRL FR mapping, the computer can carry out 

the necessary computation, classification, and compilation, after which the NCCU 

XBRL FR accounts of the parent company and subsidiaries are converted to selected 

financial statement format and information format for presentation. For example: 

"cash and cash equivalents" in IFRS XBRL FR are entered into the database for 

computation, so that the computation link library can automatically total up all cash 

and related accounts to produce a total amount for cash items.  
 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From analysis of the accounting rules of various residing countries, it is found 

that the financial statements and reports are nevertheless influenced by subjective 

elements of the professional accountants, that is why in this study we have gathered 

the opinions of XBRL and IFRS experts from four different accounting firms in our 

country in order to establish the computation link libraries for mapping to equivalent 

accounting rules of other countries. In this study, we have made preliminary analysis 

over IFRS XBRL FR, TW XBRL FR, CN XBRL FR, and US XBRL FR, and sorted 

out the mapping relations between equivalent taxonomy rules in various residing 

countries, so as to establish a set of cross-border taxonomy NCCU XBRL FR rules for 

multinational companies. We have established a set of standards for consolidation of 

XBRL FR reports, which can be mapped to IFRS XBRL FR, TW XBRL FR, CN 

XBRL FR, and US XBRL FR respectively. According to generally accepted 

accounting principles, it can provide a variety of accounting information in different 

formats with needed content for preparation of various financial reports. This allows 

multinational companies to convert internal information to XBRL FR format, cutting 

down on the necessary mapping and other operation costs. In this study, the 

integration of XBRL FR taxonomies has made significant contributions as described 

follows: 

 

1. In the domestic research we have provided discussion over cross-border 

accounting rules and taxonomy, detailed description of equivalent accounting 

rules in various residing countries, and identified the differences among various 

residing countries. 

2.  We have pooled the XBRL FR taxonomies of four residing countries to establish a 

new taxonomy, and also assisted in the difference analysis. In this study we have 

included the XBRL FR framework of Taiwan and the US, which are more detailed 
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in the accounting treatment. Whenever the regulatory agencies in our country need 

to formulate new XBRL FR, the results of this study may be provided as their 

reference source. 

3.  We have helped multinational companies understand the differences in accounting 

treatment among various residing countries. If all companies in the group have 

decided to use NCCU XBRL FR, this will create consistent accounts 

classifications and mapping logic in the accounting treatment, cutting down on 

unnecessary and tedious explanations for some special accounts in their financial 

reports. If an enterprise needs to use XBRL FR for financial reporting, NCCU 

XBRL FR can help prepare their financial statements.  

4.  Even today, non-listed companies in some countries are not required to use IFRS 

for financial reporting, but if the company wishes to plan ahead, we will 

recommend NCCU XBRL FR to their management as it is developed by this study, 

so that the group companies can be acquainted with IFRS accounting rules at an 

early stage, and make marketing plans for overseas markets.  

5. We have regularly updated the NCCU XBRL FR for corresponding rules to 

complement with IFRS financial statement requirements, so as to complete our 

goal of establishing a common basis for financial reporting. 

6. In principle, IFRS XBRL FR now only serves as guidelines, with few accounting 

classifications that involve dollar amounts. If any company wishes to integrate 

their accounting with the IFRS system, the company needs to expand the number 

of taxonomies to meet various requirements, for which our research results can be 

valuable reference materials. It can help SMEs bring in IFRS orientation and cut 

down on the system set-up costs.  

7.  This study has taken early steps in examining the balance sheet. Under the concept 

of IFRS, the computation of profit or loss shall be based on the balance sheet, 

which is a good starting point for the research. Subsequent research can be 

expanded to include on other financial reports to fulfill the requirements of other 

regulatory agencies, which can be viewed as continuity in our research.  
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國科會補助專題研究計畫項下赴國外出差或研習心得報告 

                                     日期：100年 12月 22日 

                        

一、參加會議經過 

為了推進中國實證會計研究往縱深方向發展，第十屆於 2011 年 12 月 16 日至 18 日在雲南財

經大學舉行。本人有機會參與此次在雲南財經大學舉行之研討會，藉由與中國國內各專家、學者

們的學術交流，增進個人未來會計實證研究上思考與發展的方向。 

第十屆研討會於 2011年 12月 16日在雲南財經大學舉行，為期三天，第一天為「博士生與青

年學者論壇」，第二、三天為研討會開幕式、主題報告及分組討論等。第一天的論壇是為鼓勵青年

學者與博士生們發展實證研究，進行學術交流與分享、培養學術精神而專門開設的，就實證論文

的寫作及發表事宜，以及國內外實證論文的現狀及發展趨勢做了分析，在此次論壇中對青年學者

及博士生的論文寫作與發表提出了很好的意見和建議。 

第二天中國實證會計為主體之專題演講，給予論文寫作題材和寫作方式上的建議，內容深入

淺出、詼諧幽默、視角獨到的大會主題報告。本人於此次會議亦發表論文「Exploring XBRL 

Voluntary Filing and Firm Performance」。XBRL（eXtensible Business Reporting Language，

可延伸商業報導語言）以 XML（eXtensible Markup Language，可延伸標記語言）技術為基礎，藉

由國際標準之制訂，建構全球企業資訊供應鏈，以方便各階段參與者得以更有效率的方式取得、

交換與分析比較企業的各項資訊，可解決日益繁雜之資訊揭露問題，並探討對企業績效的相關性。 

 

二、與會心得 

實證會計研究為當代會計理論研究的主流之一，不僅提高會計研究科學性，並有利於完善會

計畫編號 NSC 99 － 2410 － H － 004 － 107 － MY2 

計畫名稱 開發學術智慧、指標、影響力之模型與技術 − 以資訊檢索為例 

出國人員

姓名 
諶家蘭 

服務機構

及職稱 
政治大學會計系特聘教授 

會議時間 
100年 12月 15日至

100年 12月 18日 會議地點 中國昆明 雲南財經大學 

會議名稱 

(中文)第十屆中國實證會計國際研討會 

(英文) 

發表論文

題目 

(中文) 

(英文) Exploring XBRL Voluntary Filing and Firm Performance 
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計理論體系。「中國實證會計國際研討會」為中國發展實證會計中最具指標性的重要國際研討會，

對於實證會計研究提供國際學術交流的機會，並討論未來會計研究的發展與方向。在研討會中所

了解的資訊對個人未來研究規劃亦有重要的幫助。 

本次研討會涉及的研究領域包括財務會計、管理會計、審計、稅務、會計資訊系統、國際會

計、公司財務、內部控制與風險管理、資本市場財務與會計、會計師職業道德等，與會人士多為

會計研究各領域中有名的學者、專家。參加本次三天的議會，受益良多，各與會專家學者們進行

熱烈的學術觀點探討與交流。 

三、考察參觀活動(無是項活動者略) 

無 

四、建議 

感謝國科會支持使得本人能夠進行研究與參與研討會和訪問，希望國科會能繼續給予老師在學術

研究上的大力支持。 

五、攜回資料名稱及內容 

會議論文集 

六、其他 
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The 10th International Symposium on Empirical Accounting Research in China 

Conference Program 
 

16-18 December 2011 

Yunnan University of Finance and Economics 

Kunming  China 

2011 年 12 月 16 日-18 日 

中国  昆明  云南财经大学 

 

 

 



第十届中国实证会计国际研讨会日程表 Conference Program 

地址：中国·昆明市龙泉路 237号 

电话：86-871-5132229   传真：86-871-3138488 

Add:No. 237, Longquan Road, Kunming 650221, China 

时间 议程 负责人 地点 

12月 16日 

December 16 

8：30-9：00 
博士和青年学者论坛开幕式 

云南财经大学会计学院陈红院长致辞 

 
世博花园酒店 

9：00-11：30 
上海财经大学靳庆鲁博士主题演讲 

北京大学岳衡博士主题演讲 

12：00-13：30 午餐 

14：00-16：00 博士生研讨交流会与圆桌论坛 

16：30-17：30 主博士生论文交流 

18：00-20：00 晚餐 世博花园酒店 

 

时间 议程 负责人 地点 

12月 17日 

December 17 

9：00-9：30 
大会开幕式 

云南财经大学熊术新校长致辞 

 

云南财经大学国际报告厅 

9：30-11：30 

大会主题发言： 

李真（Oliver Zhen Li）教授 

肖泽忠（Jason Xiao）教授 

11：30-12：00 参观云南少数民族财会博物馆 云南财经大学 

12：00-13：00 午餐 云南财经大学海棠餐厅 

14：00-17：20 分组讨论 世博花园酒店 

18：00-20：00 晚餐 世博花园酒店 

 

 



第十届中国实证会计国际研讨会日程表 Conference Program 

地址：中国·昆明市龙泉路 237号 

电话：86-871-5132229   传真：86-871-3138488 

Add:No. 237, Longquan Road, Kunming 650221, China 

时间 议程 联系人 地点 

12月 18日 

December 18   

8：30-10.30 分组讨论 

 

世博花园酒店 

11：00-12：20 
中国会计评论编辑部论坛 

闭幕式（云南财经大学党委书记汪戎致闭幕辞） 
世博花园酒店 

12：00-13：00 午餐 世博花园酒店 

 

注：会务组设专门接待处，如有问题可向会务组及时反映。 

会务办公室： 云南财经大学会计学院， 电话 0871-5132229 

会务联系人： 余怒涛   15087096139       刘  琨 13211652363 

皇霖芬   15087044798   张海霞 15987142148 

 



第十届中国实证会计国际研讨会日程表 Conference Program 

地址：中国·昆明市龙泉路 237号 

电话：86-871-5132229   传真：86-871-3138488 

Add:No. 237, Longquan Road, Kunming 650221, China 

博士生与青年学者论坛（Doctorial Forum） 

12 月 16 日（December 16）16:00-17:30 

地点： 地点： 地点： 

第一组  盈余与信息披露 

主持人：陈运森  中央财经大学 

第二组 政治关系（1） 

主持人：谢军  华南师范大学 

第三组 政治关系（2） 

主持人：岳衡  北京大学 

题  目：大股东地位、产权属性与控制权利

益获取——基于大宗股权交易视角

的分析 

报告人：叶  会  浙江工商大学 

评论人：王摄琰  哈尔滨工业大学 

 

 

题  目：基于嵌入性视角的 CEO变更影响企 

        业价值路径分析 

报告人：王摄琰  哈尔滨工业大学 

评论人：陈运森  中央财经大学  

 

 

题  目：民营企业家社会资本对企业多元化

的后果研究 

报告人：张子晗  南开大学 

评论人：李敏才  中山大学 

 

 

 

题  目：社会资本、产权性质与上市资格 

报告人：李敏才  中山大学 

评论人：张子晗  南开大学 

 

 

题  目：高管背景特征有信息含量吗——基

于高管变更的事件研究 

报告人：黄继承  中国人民大学 

评论人：唐  松  上海财经大学 

 

 

 

题  目：政治关联企业的特征 

报告人：唐  松  上海财经大学 

评论人：岳  衡  北京大学 
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第十届中国实证会计国际研讨会日程表 Conference Program 

地址：中国·昆明市龙泉路 237号 

电话：86-871-5132229   传真：86-871-3138488 

Add:No. 237, Longquan Road, Kunming 650221, China 

12 月 16 日（December 16）16:00-17:30 

地点： 地点： 地点： 

第四组 公司治理（1） 

主持人：靳庆鲁  上海财经大学  

第五组 公司治理（2） 

主持人：王彦超  中央财经大学  

第六组 内部控制与管理会计 

主持人：陈旭东  西南财经大学 

题  目：无形资产归属与上市公司控制权 

报告人：陈诣辉  清华大学 

评论人：王  鹏  西安交通大学 

 

 

题  目：The Effect of Ultimate owner and 

Regulation Policy on Corporate 

Social Responsibility 

Information Disclosure 

报告人：王  鹏  西安交通大学 

评论人：靳庆鲁  上海财经大学 

 

 

题  目：资金占用影响工资增长吗？ 

报告人：沈永建  南京大学 

评论人：王  文  对外经济贸易大学 

 

 

题  目：银行治理、资本充足率与监管政策

评价 

报告人：王  文  对外经济贸易大学 

评论人：王彦超  中央财经大学 

 

 

题  目：自愿性内部控制鉴证与权益资本成本 

报告人：施继坤  东北财经大学 

评论人：曾建光  北京大学 

 

 

题  目：安全漏洞、内部控制与审计风险——

基于审计风险模型和制度经济学的

证据 

报告人：曾建光  北京大学 

评论人：陈旭东  西南财经大学 

 

 

 

 

mailto:heeyl@163.com
mailto:郑州航空工业管理学院会计学院教授minyanzhang@263.net
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分组讨论 Concurrent Session 

12 月 17 日（December 17）14:00-15:30 

地点： 地点： 地点： 

第一组 盈余与信息披露 

主持人：张继勋  南开大学 

第二组 管理会计 

主持人：谌家籣  台湾政治大学 

第三组 公司治理 

主持人：程新生  南开大学 

题  目：垂直相关程度是否影响具控制力权 

        益法投资净收益持续性与理性定价 

报告人：李淑华  台北大学 

评论人：李青原  武汉大学 

 

题   目： Conditional Conservatism and 

Cost of Capital Informational 

Fundamental and Behavioral Effects 

报告人：Wu Feng  University of Macau 

评论人：陈   超  复旦大学 

 

题  目：IFRS自愿采纳与强制采纳之盈余质 

        量比较——以欧盟上市公司为例 

报告人：陈辉发  上海海事大学 

评论人：叶陈刚  对外经济贸易大学 

题  目：税收规避提高了公司价值吗？ 

        —基于中国上市公司的实证研究 

报告人：陈旭东  西南财经大学 

评论人：谢  军  华南师范大学 

 

题  目：融资约束与企业成本粘性：基于

我国工业企业的经验证据 

报告人：江  伟  暨南大学 

评论人：肖海莲  中山大学 

 

 

题  目：企业所得税、产权性质与薪酬政 

策——基于企业所得税改革的经验研究 

报告人：王跃堂  南京大学 

评论人：王会娟  北京大学 

题  目：机构投资者、治理环境与信息披露 

        —基于财务重述的视角 

报告人：姚  瑶  浙江工商大学 

评论人：吴红军  厦门大学 

 

题  目：机构投资者能够改善公司治理吗？ 

报告人：黎文靖  暨南大学 

评论人：程新生  南开大学 

 

 

 

题  目：股权制衡、独立董事监督力与业绩预

告质量 

报告人：宋云玲（浙江大学） 

评论人：王良成（四川大学） 

15:30-15:50 茶歇 (Tea Break) 



第十届中国实证会计国际研讨会日程表 Conference Program 

地址：中国·昆明市龙泉路 237号 

电话：86-871-5132229   传真：86-871-3138488 

Add:No. 237, Longquan Road, Kunming 650221, China 

12 月 17 日（December 17）14:00-15:30 

地点： 地点： 地点： 

第四组 审计与内部控制 

主持人：杜兴强  厦门大学 

第五组 融资与资本结构 

主持人： 曲晓辉  厦门大学  

第六组 公司治理 

主持人：彭家生  云南财经大学 

题  目：内部控制有助于提升公司价值吗？ 

报告人：刘启亮  武汉大学 

评论人：张俊瑞  西安交通大学 

 

 

题  目：The Effects of the Mandatory 

Change of Auditors’ Organizational Form 

from Limited Liability Company to 

Special Partnership on Audit Quality and 

Audit Fee 

报告人：王  兵  南京大学 

评论人：徐浩萍  复旦大学 

 

题   目： Does the Market Share-Based 

Proxy for Industry Expertise Still 

Capture Audit Expertise Under Mandatory 

Audit Partner Rotation 

报告人：戚务君  台湾政治大学 

评论人：杜兴强  厦门大学 

题  目：货币政策，投资效率与民营企业期 

        权价值 

报告人：靳庆鲁  上海财经大学 

评论人：原红旗  复旦大学 

 

题 目：External Financing Capability and       

stock Returns in Chinese Firms 

报告人：M.M.Fonseka  西安交通大学 

评论人：Dong Yi  Nanyang Technological 

University 

 

 

题  目：融资需求、产权性质与股权融资歧 

        视 

报告人：祝继高  对外经济贸易大学 

评论人：刘  斌  重庆大学 

题  目：股权结构、不公平厌恶偏好与高管薪

酬合约 

报告人：石水平  暨南大学 

评论人：周嘉南  西南交通大学 

 

题  目：基于家族企业的公司治理结构和会计

稳健性的实证研究 

报告人：赵  岩  吉林大学 

评论人：林凱薰  台湾淡江大学 

 

 

 

题  目：管理层权力、机会主义动机与股权激 

        励计划设计 

报告人：王  烨  安徽财经大学 

评论人：王福胜  哈尔滨工业大学 

15:30-15:50 茶歇 (Tea Break) 
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12 月 17 日（December 17）15:50-17:20 

地点： 地点： 地点： 

第一组 盈余与信息披露 

主持人： 陈红  云南财经大学 

第二组 管理会计 

主持人：周守华  中国会计学会 

第三组 公司治理 

主持人：刘志远  南开大学 

题  目：Earnings Dowmside Risk 

报告人：MARY L. Z. MA  厦门大学 

评论人：Wang Li  University of Akron 

 

题  目：自愿盈余预测、信息风险与资本成本 

报告人：王艳艳  厦门大学 

评论人：朱红军  上海财经大学 

 

题  目：Analyst Firm Coverage and Forecast 

Accuracy 

报告人：Dong Yi  Nanyang Technological 

        University 

评论人：张  新  复旦大学 

 

题  目：Venture Capital Backing and 

Overvaluation 

报告人：王兰芳  上海财经大学 

评论人：吕长江  复旦大学 

题  目：资产专用性与企业纵向并购的战

略动因 

报告人：李青原  武汉大学 

评论人：姜付秀  中国人民大学 

 

 

题  目：EVA能评价央企高管的薪酬吗？ 

报告人：姚颐  南开大学 

评论人：梁上坤  南京大学 

 

 

题  目：Exploring XBRL Voluntary 

Filing and Firm Performance 

报告人：諶家籣  台湾政治大学 

评论人：Jason Xiao 

题   目： State Ownership, Underwriting 

Quality, and the IPO Market Share of         

Underwriters: Evidence from China 

报告人：徐浩萍  复旦大学 

评论人：祝继高  对外经济贸易大学 

 

题  目：Outside Directors Say NO:         

Determinants and After-Effects 

报告人：唐雪松  西南财经大学 

评论人：张信东  山西大学 

 

题  目：创始家族、金字塔结构与债务资本成 

        本 

报告人：裘益政  浙江工商大学 

评论人：毛新述  北京工商大学 
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第四组 审计与内部控制 

主持人： 王立彦  北京大学 

第五组 融资与资本结构 

主持人：纳鹏杰  云南财经大学 

第六组 公司治理 

主持人：朱锦余  云南财经大学 

题  目：半年报自愿审计能否降低代理成本 

报告人：杜兴强  厦门大学 

评论人：张继勋  南开大学 

 

 

 

 

题   目：出具非标意见会影响签字会计师

的职业吗？ 

报告人：原红旗  复旦大学 

评论人：王立彦  北京大学 

 

题  目：内部控制自我评估、鉴证报告与资

本成本 

报告人：王会娟  北京大学 

评论人：王艳艳  厦门大学 

题  目：控制权私有收益与过度股权再融资 

        ——一个理论模型及实证检验 

报告人：李小军  云南财经大学 

评论人：王兰芳  上海财经大学 

 

 

 

题  目：Economic Consequences of the 

Accounting Standards Converged to IFRS 

报告人：曲晓辉  厦门大学 

评论人：蔡彦卿  台湾大学 

 

题  目：企业创新投资模式与外部融资约束 

报告人：唐清泉  中山大学 

评论人：张海燕  清华大学 

题  目：Firm Performance and Firm Value of 

Chinese Listed Firms-The Role of 

Internal and External Corporate 

Governance Mechanisms 

报告人：Wang Lihong  厦门大学 

评论人：李淑华  国立台北大学 

 

题  目：我国上市公司独立董事行使“话语权”

的实证分析——基于独立意见的经验证据 

报告人：张俊瑞  西安交通大学 

评论人：肖成民  上海立信会计学院 

 

题  目：基于长期业绩度量的我国配股管制有

效性研究 

报告人：王良成  四川大学 

评论人：韩慧博  对外经济贸易大学 
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主持人：蔡春  西南财经大学 
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报告人：程新生  南开大学 
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报告人：Wang Li  University of Akron 

评论人：靳庆鲁   上海财经大学 

 

题  目：管理者背景特征与上市公司盈余预测自

愿性信息披露关系：促进或抑制？ 

报告人：瞿  旭  西南财经大学 

评论人：王玉涛  中央财经大学 

题   目：Ccontrol Rrights,Counterbalance and 

External Audit 

报告人：陈  超  复旦大学 

评论人：Wang Jiwei  Singapore Management 

University 

 

题  目：成果落实率对政府审计质量的影响 

报告人：张  川  上海海事大学 

评论人：刘启亮  武汉大学 

 

 

题  目：Institutional Ownership and Corporate 

Internal Control Quality in China 

报告人：俞俊利  南京大学 

评论人：戚务君  台湾政治大学 

 

 

题  目：审计意见决策的贝叶斯有序离散选择分

析 

报告人：鲜文铎  电子科技大学 

评论人：周中胜  苏州大学 

题  目：董事网络、独立董事治理与信息披露质量 

报告人：陈运森  中央财经大学 

评论人：吴育辉  厦门大学 

 

 

题  目：双重上市、媒体治理制度差异与境外事务
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报告人：章立军  上海立信会计学院 

评论人：杨德明  云南财经大学 
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评论人：周宝源  南开大学 
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中国上市公司的经验证据 

报告人：梁上坤  南京大学 

评论人：姚  铮  浙江大学 
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第四组 盈余与信息披露 

主持人：陈晓  清华大学 

第五组 公司治理 

主持人：吕长江  复旦大学 

第六组投资者关系与行为 

主持人：姜付秀  中国人民大学 

题    目： When Do Institutional Investors 

Exploit the Post-Earnings Announcement 

Drift-Before or After Earnings Announcement? 

报告人：袁  渊  上海财经大学 

评论人：唐雪松  西南财经大学 

 

题  目：公允价值计量与股价同步性研究 

报告人：张海燕  清华大学 

评论人：Wang Lihong  厦门大学 

 

 

题  目：Government Expropriation and Earnings 

Quality 

报告人：陈德球  对外经济贸易大学 

评论人：陈  晓  清华大学 

 

题  目：IPO发行费用蕴含承销风险信息吗 

报告人：曹  胜  同济大学 

评论人：张宏亮  北京工商大学 

 

题  目：内部人交易的披露管制有用吗？ 
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评论人：郑建明  对外经济贸易大学 

 

 

 

题  目：签约方身份、信息不对称与会计信息的

契约作用——来自中国地方国有上市公司的证据 

报告人：刘  璇  复旦大学 

评论人：赵  岩  吉林大学 

 

题   目：Managerial manipulation of proxy 

voting outcomes 

报告人：阴慧芳  上海财经大学 

评论人：毛洪涛  西南财经大学 

 

题  目：The Role of Media Coverage in 

Corporate China 

报告人：Wang Jiwei  Singapore Management 

University 

评论人：阴慧芳  上海财经大学 

题  目：社会责任信息披露形式及其鉴证与投资者

的投资决策 

报告人：孙  岩  南开大学 

评论人：张  川  上海海事大学 

 

 

题  目：投资者关系与上市公司新股增发 

报告人：郑  琦  上海财经大学 

评论人：姚明龙  浙江大学 

 

 

题  目：分析师乐观报告能够产生交易量吗 

报告人：王  瑞  复旦大学 

评论人：陈武朝  清华大学 

 

 

题  目：市场认可准则等效吗 

报告人：刘波罗  武汉大学 

评论人：于李胜  厦门大学 

10:30-10:50 茶歇 (Tea Break) 
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